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1. INTRODUCTION

Empirical research on differentiated products markets is often hindered by missing information on firms’

marginal costs. To overcome this problem, researchers often use structural demand and supply models to

recover these costs. This typically involves two steps: (1) estimate a demand model with data on product-

level prices, characteristics, and market shares; (2) “back out” the marginal costs implied by the first order

conditions that govern firms’ optimal pricing decisions, given assumptions on firms’ conduct and costs. This

technique has facilitated empirical research on various important issues in the New Empirical Industrial Or-

ganization such as measuring market power (Nevo 2001), quantifying the welfare gains from new products

(Petrin 2002), identifying collusion (Bresnahan 1987), and evaluating mergers (Nevo 2000). Applications

to merger evaluations have been particularly influential among anti-trust authorities who actively use merger

simulations to assess the impact of prospective mergers.

Despite the prevalence and importance of this indirect approach to identifying marginal costs, there is

little evidence on how well it works. There are at least two reasons for this. First, as mentioned, relevant

information on costs is typically unavailable. By definition, differentiated products have different character-

istics and therefore different costs of production. One would ideally want product-specific cost data to obtain

marginal cost estimates that could serve as benchmarks in evaluating a structural model’s ability to identify

marginal costs. Unfortunately, such cost data tends to be highly sensitive and is generally not accessible to

researchers.

The second reason relates to the identification of conduct. The implied marginal costs from a differenti-

ated products model are only as good as a researcher’s conduct assumption. For example, if one assumes

all firms are Bertrand price competitors when in fact some coordinate on prices, then the marginal costs re-

covered from the Bertrand first order conditions will be biased. Thus, a researcher would also want to allow

for an arbitrary form of conduct in recovering the structural model’s implied marginal costs. However, as

Nevo (1998) shows, identifying the conduct parameters of a differentiated products model is prohibitively

difficult in practice because a large number of excluded demand instruments are required to do so.

This paper overcomes these difficulties to evaluate the performance of a differentiated products model in

identifying marginal costs. I examine how conduct misspecification error gives rise to biased cost estimates,

and study the implications for simulation-based merger evaluations. Through the analysis, I show how one

can use cost data to improve upon the standard merger simulation approach in predicting the price, non-price,
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and welfare effects of mergers.

The paper uses data from the cable industry in Canada during the 1990s. For a number of reasons, this

context is well-suited for such a study. First, uniquely detailed product-specific market-level cost data are

available, in addition to demand-side data on prices, market shares, product characteristics, and demograph-

ics. Second, firms are licensed monopolists in pre-defined geographic markets during this period. From the

outset, this should imply there is minimal uncertainty over conduct: firms aim to maximize profits within

their local markets. Third, the data includes many (i.e., more than 100) mergers. This is partly due to the

monopoly licensing scheme, which implies cable companies can only expand into new markets by acquir-

ing other companies. This results in intense merger activity which peaks during the 1990s, a period of rapid

cable consolidation both in Canada and around the world.2

Quantifying the welfare effects of cable consolidation may also be of independent interest. There has

been surprisingly little empirical research on this topic despite the fact that cable mergers have long been of

concern to authorities such as the Federal Communications Commission. This policy interest stems from the

fact that cable television plays a major role in the leisurely activities for millions of households worldwide.

Further, the industry has seen some of the largest scale mergers in history, such as the $60 billion AT&T-

Comcast merger in 2002.3

The empirical analysis is developed over six sections. After describing the industry and data in Section

2, I develop and estimate a demand model for cable TV in Section 3. The model falls within the bench-

mark random coefficients logit discrete choice demand framework of Berry et al. (1995). Consumers have

heterogeneous preferences for cable bundle quality and choose the cable package (basic or non-basic) that

maximizes their utility.

The resulting demand-side estimates yield a number of results that reflect findings from previous research.

The implied average own price elasticities for basic and non-basic of -4.21 and -5.45 are directly in line with

previous estimates based on U.S. data. Moreover, I also find that nationally dominant cable companies offer

higher per-channel programming quality than smaller firms. Based on the demand estimates alone, there is

reason to believe that product quality (cable bundles) would have improved as a result of cable consolidation.

2Numerous authors have documented the history of consolidation in the cable industry. See, for example, Parsons (2003) for

the U.S., Byrne (2010) for Canada, and Wieten et al. (2000) for the U.K. and Europe.

3See the FCC site http://transition.fcc.gov/transaction/attcocast.html for details of this merger, as well as other major mergers

among media companies.
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With the estimated demand model in hand, I turn to the supply-side of the model in Section 4. The model

keeps with the Berry et al. (1995) environment by assuming that firms: (1) have constant marginal costs that

are independent of the number of consumers in a market; and (2) maximize profits within their local markets.

Two key features of the industry are also incorporated in the model. First, firms endogenously choose basic

and non-basic cable prices, as well as the number of channels to include in each bundle.4 Second, the price

of basic cable is regulated. Unlike the U.S., Canada has a relatively simple, federal price regulation scheme.

The regulations define a year-to-year market-specific basic cable price cap for markets with more than 2000

subscribers. Markets with fewer than 2000 subscribers do not face basic price regulation.

I validate the supply-side modeling assumptions by comparing the marginal costs inferred from the

model’s first order conditions to empirical marginal cost estimates based on the cost data. Two sets of

empirical estimates are used for the investigation: average variable costs, and marginal costs based on an

estimated translog cost function. The average-cost estimates equal marginal costs if marginal costs are in-

deed constant. The latter marginal cost estimates flexibly allow for increasing/constant/decreasing returns to

scale. The cost function estimation results show the two sets of empirical marginal cost estimates are sim-

ilar in magnitude. Auxiliary calculations using the translog cost function point to constant returns, which

supports the constant marginal cost assumption typically used in the literature.

Validation results for the supply-side model show that the standard model does a poor job of identifying

firms’ costs. Specifically, the marginal costs implied by the model severely underpredict the marginal cost

estimates based on the cost data. This may not be surprising in a regulated industry where pricing first order

conditions may not hold. However, two additional findings suggest that the price regulation is not the sole

driver of these results. First, I exploit cross-market variation in regulatory status to account for the impact

that price regulation has on the model’s implied marginal costs, and still find the implied marginal costs are

far too small. Second, when I focus specifically on the unregulated markets in the sample, I find the implied

marginal costs are even further from their empirical counterparts. Overall, the validation results imply firms

are setting prices well below profit maximizing levels, which introduces conduct specification error into the

structural model’s cost estimates.5

4While the data on the number of channels in a given cable bundle are available, data on channel identities/bundle composition

are not. As I discuss below, this forces me to adopt a slightly more complicated demand specification that allows for firm-specific

differences in per-channel programming quality, possibly due to differences in bundle composition across firms.

5As I discuss in the next section, the time period for the study is prior to when cable companies started offering local or long-
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Exploiting the richness of the cost data, I investigate whether differences between marginal revenue and

costs systematically vary with firm or market characteristics. I refer to these differences as “conduct de-

viations.” A number of interesting patterns emerge, most notably that nationally dominant firms exhibit

much smaller conduct deviations than smaller firms. The results suggest that the supply-side of the bench-

mark differentiated products model better approximates the behavior of larger firms empirically.6 There

are numerous potential explanations for these results, one being that larger firms can afford to hire revenue

managers to determine their profit-maximizing price levels, while small firms cannot.

Regardless of their underlying mechanism(s), the existence of systematic conduct deviations has impor-

tant implications for the use of differentiated products models as empirical tools for informing policy. In

Section 5, I study the implications for a particular policy-relevant application of these models: merger sim-

ulations.

An immediate implication of the validation results is that the implied marginal costs from the structural

model cannot be used to quantify merger-related cost efficiencies. I highlight this by estimating and contrast-

ing the marginal cost functions based on the cost data, and the implied costs from the model. For example,

the data-based marginal cost functions clearly show that larger firms provide cable services at a lower cost

per household. The marginal cost functions estimated with the implied costs are much noisier and do not

reveal such cost-reducing firm size effects.

While the structural model is a poor measurement tool for identifying cost efficiencies (at least in the cur-

rent context), it may still be useful for forecasting the price and non-price effects of mergers. To investigate

this, I conduct a set of textbook/standard merger simulations. These simulations are based on a nonlin-

ear system of equations that are derived from the standard differentiated products model and its implied

marginal costs. In light of the supply-side model validation results, this nonlinear system cannot be strictly

interpreted as corresponding to the first order conditions for profit maximization. This is because the implied

marginal costs from the model are a function of the firms’ true marginal costs and conduct deviations from

profit maximization. Thus, the standard merger simulation approach incorporates differences in marginal

distance phone, Internet, or any other services. Therefore, the finding of systematic underpricing in cable cannot be a result of

complementary product pricing for these products.

6This result reflects findings from Hortascu and Puller (2008). They find the bidding behavior of larger firms in the Texas

electricity spot market closely align with theoretical predictions from static profit-maximization. In contrast, smaller firms are

found to systematically use sub-optimal bidding strategies.
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costs and conduct deviations across firms in predicting merger outcomes.

To highlight the importance of conduct deviations when predicting the price and non-price effects of

mergers, I run a second set of modified merger simulations. I use the marginal cost estimates based on the

cost data, but assume firms profit maximize subject to basic price regulation constraints. These simulations

more accurately predict merger-related cost efficiencies. They have the potential disadvantage, however, of

strictly relying on the profit maximization assumption in simulating merger outcomes. Its predictions over

the price and non-price effects of mergers will be contaminated by deviations from this conduct assumption.

To evaluate the predictive accuracy of these two sets of merger simulations, I compare their simulated

outcomes to difference-in-difference estimates of merger effects based on merger events in the data. This

comparative structural and reduced-form approach to merger evaluation exploits the fact that the industry is

consolidating. This yields many mergers in the sample with which to identify merger effects empirically.

The difference-in-difference estimates show that acquiring cable companies tend to reduce monthly ba-

sic cable prices by $0.87, and add two more channels to the non-basic bundle. Non-basic prices and basic

channel counts tend to remain unchanged. I further find that following acquisitions, dominant firms re-

duce monthly per-subscriber basic and non-basic non-content costs (labor and administrative expenses) by

$2.19 and $1.63. Basic per-subscriber, per-channel programming costs fall by $0.04, while non-basic pro-

gramming costs tend to stay the same. I find the textbook merger simulations are able to reproduce the

reduced-form estimates of the effects mergers have on basic cable prices and non-basic channels. Not sur-

prisingly, however, they do a poor job at quantifying the merger-related cost efficiencies. In contrast, the

modified simulations are able to closely predict the observed cost efficiencies, while their predictions over

the impact of mergers on cable prices and channel counts are severely biased.

I further show how the standard merger simulation approach can be augmented with cost data to yield

accurate predictions of the interrelated impact of mergers on cable prices, channel counts, and costs. This

involves estimating marginal costs with the cost data, and using these estimates to separately identify the

cost- and conduct-related components of the inferred marginal costs from the structural model. Using this

integrated approach to simulating merger outcomes, I quantify the impact cable mergers have on consumer

welfare and firms’ profits. I find that cable mergers increase monthly per-subscriber consumer surplus and

profits by $2.39 and $3.83, which are roughly 12% and 19% of average basic cable prices. I run auxiliary

simulations to show that cost-reducing firm-size effects play an important role in generating these efficiency

gains.
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The paper’s findings have various implications for policy and research on differentiated products markets.

These are discussed at length in the conclusion in Section 6. The most immediate policy implication is that

anti-trust authorities should use their power of subpoena to request cost data from firms when developing

merger simulations. For example, the U.S. Hart-Scott-Rodino Act (1976) gives the Department of Justice

and the Federal Trade Commission subpoena power to issue a “second request” for data from firms who are

proposing to merge. My results motivate the use of such cost data in merger analyses since they can be used

to improve the accuracy and transparency of the predictions from merger simulations.

1.1. Related literature. To my knowledge, this is the first paper to validate a differentiated products

model using product-level cost data.7 Previous studies by Nevo (2001) (ready-to-eat cereal) and Slade

(2009) (beer) compare the inferred marginal costs from differentiated products models to aggregate industry-

level marginal cost estimates. They conclude that market prices and costs more closely align with Bertrand

price competition than pure collusion. However, because they do not have product-market level data, they

are unable to quantify the degree to which conduct in individual markets depart from the Bertrand or any

other conduct assumption. Relatedly, the authors are unable to study systematic biases in the model’s pre-

dicted marginal costs under the assumption of Bertrand competition, nor the implications of these biases for

measuring market power or evaluating mergers.

In contrast, my cost data permit a novel investigation of these systematic biases and the difficulties they

create when estimating the model’s cost parameters using conventional methods. In this way, my analysis

is not unrelated to recent evaluations of the differentiated products model by Dube et al. (2012) and Knittel

and Metaxoglou (2012), who study numerical difficulties in estimating the model’s demand parameters.

This paper also complements previous studies that validate differentiated products models and merger

simulations based on their ability to predict actual merger outcomes (Peters 2006; Weinberg and Hosken

2012; Houde 2012; Bjornerstedt and Verboven 2012). These papers collectively serve as a reply to Angrist

7A handful of papers have validated homogenous products models using product-level cost data: Genesove and Mullin (1998),

Wolfram (1999), Clay and Troesken (2003), and Kim and Knittel (2003). In contrast to differentiated product markets, it is more

reasonable to assume that all competitors face the same marginal costs in homogenous products markets. This greatly simplifies

the problem of validating the supply-side of the model since one series of cost data can be applied to all products and firms in the

industry. Moreover, Bresnahan (1982) shows it is straightforward to identify the single conduct parameter for homogenous products

models, which further simplifies these model validation studies. These structural models have, however, received considerably less

attention by policymakers compared to differentiated products models. This is especially true for empirical analyses of mergers.
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and Pischke (2010), who call for additional retrospective merger analyses, and who raise concerns over

the usefulness and reliability of structural models in IO. The current paper provides further evidence that

addresses these issues on all fronts. The key difference is its focus on cost and conduct misspecification. In

particular, I focus on how cost data can be used to improve the supply-side of the model, and sharpen the

accuracy of and conclusions drawn from merger simulations. This differs from previous work where the

emphasis is largely on the importance of demand specification for merger simulations.

Further, these and many other retrospective merger analyses assume exogenous product characteristics

and focus solely on the impact of mergers on prices. This study considers both price and non-price (i.e.,

cable bundle quality) merger effects. Thus, this paper also relates to work by Draganska, Mazzeo, and Seim

(2009) and Fan (2013) who incorporate endogenous prices and product characteristics in a differentiated

products model to assess both the price and non-price effects of mergers. A key difficultly in these studies

is that multiple Nash equilibria cannot be ruled out. This can compromise merger simulations since their

models may have non-unique predictions over equilibrium merger outcomes.8 These complications are not

present in my context: firms are local monopolists, and I can easily find their unique profit-maximizing

vector of prices and product characteristics.

Finally, the paper also adds to a large body of research on the cable TV industry. Recent papers by

Crawford and Shum (2007), Chu (2010) and Crawford and Yurukoglu (2012) respectively study the impact

of cable bundle quality degradation, Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) entry, and àla carte bundling in the

cable TV industry. These papers use structural models that incorporate endogenous cable prices and product

quality; these models are similar to the one I develop. This paper differs in its focus on cable consolidation

which, like DBS entry, represents a significant change in industrial market structure and results in a major

re-allocation of production toward more productive, dominant firms.9 In this sense, the paper contributes to

the broader empirical literatures on consolidation in media markets and industrial re-allocation.10

8To conduct merger simulations in such instances, one would ideally find every vector of equilibrium prices and product quality,

and either specify an equilibrium selection rule, or report the non-unique predictions of the impact of mergers on prices, product

quality, and welfare. Unfortunately, finding all equilibria for an arbitrary model specification is a prohibitively difficult problem.

This prevents these authors from explicitly accounting for multiple equilibria in their merger simulations.

9A number of earlier descriptive papers from the U.S. document how cable prices and product characteristics vary with firm

size and/or whether a cable company is vertically integrated with channel companies. Chipty (1995), Ford and Jackson (1997) and

Chipty and Snyder (1999) all find evidence that horizontally integrated cable companies realize cost efficiencies.

10Various papers study consolidation in the U.S. radio industry following the 1996 Telecommunications Act and how it affects
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2. INDUSTRY AND DATA

This section describes the context for the study: Canada’s cable TV industry from 1990 to 1996. I first

provide background on the industry during this period which, importantly, is prior to DBS entry (1998)

and prior to cable companies offering telephone and Internet services (1999).11 I then discuss my data

sources and present some descriptive statistics. Finally, I document two facts: (1) larger companies offer

cable packages with lower prices and more channels at a lower cost than smaller companies; and (2) the

industry experiences consolidation that re-allocates national market shares toward a few dominant firms.

These preliminary analyses highlight the many “moving parts” (cable bundle prices, channels, and costs) to

consider when studying cable companies’ behavior and the impact of consolidation. This motivates the use

of a structural approach that models the joint determination of cable prices, channels, and costs within an

internally consistent framework.

2.1. Background and regulation. Since 1968, cable companies in Canada have been federally regulated

by the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) according to the Broad-

casting Act (the Act). Before 2001, a central feature of the Act was the issuance of geographic licenses that

gave companies exclusive rights over the provision of cable services within pre-defined “Local Service Ar-

eas” (LSAs or licenses). License boundaries were defined by the CRTC and typically corresponded to cities,

towns, or municipalities. In the period before DBS entry, these licenses effectively gave cable companies

local monopolies within these pre-defined areas. These licenses were renewable, defined over three to five

year horizons, did not involve fees, and could be revoked by the CRTC.

In the pre-satellite and pre-Internet era, cable companies primarily earned profits by offering tiered cable

bundles in the form of basic cable (including the major broadcast networks like CBC, ABC, and NBC),

product variety (Berry and Waldfogel 2001; Sweeting 2010), impacts listener and advertiser welfare (Jeziorski 2013a; Mooney

2010), and generates cost efficiencies through economies of scale and scope (Smith and O’Gorman 2008; Jeziorski 2013b). The

impact of consolidation on product repositioning has also been study in the context of the U.S. broadcast television (Calfee-Stahl

2011) and daily newspaper (Fan 2013) industries. More broadly, empirical studies of industrial consolidation fit within the re-

allocation literature since they focus on a mechanism that yields a major re-allocation of resources towards acquiring firms. See

Melitz and Redding (2014) for an overview of the literature on re-allocation in differentiated products markets, which in recent

years has had a substantial impact on empirical research on international trade and productivity.

11Eastlink became the first cable company in Canada to offer telephone service in 1999, which signaled the start of a wave of

“convergence” between traditional television and telephone service providers.
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extended basic cable (including CNN, ESPN or TNT), and pay/specialty cable (including HBO or The

Movie Network). The latter two tiers constituted “non-basic” or “discretionary” services that involved a

tying requirement with basic cable. In particular, subscribers had to purchase basic cable as part of the

non-basic package.

In most countries, the price and composition of cable packages were subject to some form of basic price

regulation and channel carriage restrictions.12 Relevant regulations are outlined in the 1986 Cable Television

Regulations, which are a major amendment to the Act. Basic price regulation put an upper bound on the

allowable increase in basic prices from year-to-year. This bound was largely determined by inflation: year-

to-year nominal basic cable prices were allowed to increase up to 80% of the annual CPI-based inflation rate.

Price increases were also permitted for cable licensees that were under financial distress, and to compensate

companies that made major capital investments in cable systems.

Channel carriage restrictions involved two main components. First, they contained “must-carry” provi-

sions that required companies to carry certain channels in their basic packages, including all local commu-

nity programming, regional broadcast channels, and publicly funded educational and government proceed-

ings channels.13 In effect, these provisions created a minimum quality standard for each market’s basic cable

package, depending on the extent of local community broadcasting and the number of broadcast channels

that were available.

Second, the CRTC licensed which channels were allowed to transmit their signals in Canada. Effectively,

the CRTC maintained a list of channels that defined the universe of channels that cable companies in the

country were allowed to offer in their basic and non-basic packages. Given this national list, companies

were free to choose which channels they offered in their basic and non-basic cable packages, subject to the

12See Crawford (2013) for an extensive discussion of U.S. cable regulation. Market structure (i.e., local monopolies) and

regulations over prices and channel carriage were similar in the Canada and the U.S. during the early-to-mid 1990s. A notable

exception is that the U.S. experienced earlier DBS entry in 1994.

13Regional channels include any locally available television service operated by Canada’s national public broadcaster, the Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corporation. Other over-the-air national broadcast networks with regional affiliates, and who do not charge affil-

iation fees to cable companies, such as Global TV and the CTV Television Network, must also be carried in the basic cable package.

Regional channels can also be province-specific, such as the French language broadcast channel TVA in Québec, or city-specific,

such as CITY TV in Toronto. Other examples of channels falling under must-carry provisions include the Cable Public Affairs

Channel (CPAC, which broadcasts proceedings from the Canadian House of Commons), educational services like TVOntario, or

cultural broadcast channels like the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network (APTN).
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must-carry restrictions just mentioned.

There were three regulatory classes that defined the degree to which the CRTC imposed these regulations:

Class 1 (more than 6,000 subscribers), Class 2 (between 6,000 and 2,000 subscribers) and Part 3 (fewer than

2,000 subscribers). Class 1 and 2 licenses were subject to basic price regulation, with Class 1 licenses

having more severe restrictions on allowable increases related to financial need or capital investments. Part

3 licenses did not face any basic price regulation in order to give cable companies an additional incentive to

operate in small rural markets. All regulatory classes were subject to the carriage restrictions.

2.2. Data and descriptive statistics. The primary data sources are the CRTC Master Files from 1990

to 1996. These contain detailed annual information on basic and non-basic cable revenues, subscribership,

and costs for each license in the country. These data are collected and verified by Statistics Canada and are

used by the CRTC to monitor the cable industry. I further obtained descriptions of all variables included in

the files using “Annual Return of Broadcasting Distribution Licensee” forms from the CRTC. These are the

actual forms cable companies fill out when providing these license-level revenue and cost data to Statistics

Canada each year. Importantly, the Master Files report the identity of the cable company that currently

operates in each license/market in the country. For the remainder of the paper I will use “license” and

“market” interchangeably.

On the demand side, the key variables include basic and non-basic subscription revenues, channel counts,

and subscriber counts, as well as the total number of “homes passed” (i.e., the total number of people

connected to a license’s cable system). I calculate basic and non-basic cable prices by dividing subscription

revenues by the number of subscribers for each tier.14 Market shares are calculated as the total number of

subscribers for a given cable package divided by the number of homes passed. Therefore, consumers of the

“outside good” are households who are connected to the cable system, but who do not own TVs or who only

watch free over-the-air channels using antennas.

On the supply-side, all basic and non-basic-related cable costs incurred by a cable company in each license

and year are reported. These consist of the historical cost of capital assets and depreciation expenses, total

salaries paid, sales and administrative expenses, and technical expenses. Capital and depreciation costs

14The data also contain the basic price charged by cable companies as well. Using this information, I have verified that my

calculated basic prices correspond very closely to these reported prices. The Master Files do not distinguish between subscribership

and revenues for the extended basic and specialty cable tiers. Therefore, my non-basic cable prices are the average revenue per-

subscriber for extended basic and specialty cable.
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correspond to expenses and investments for maintaining the cable system’s head-end, distribution hub, and

co-axial wiring, buildings, vehicles, and so on. Technical expenses correspond to cable companies’ non-

capital related costs of receiving and distributing programming content to their subscribers. These include

affiliation payments made from downstream cable companies to upstream channel/content providers for

offering their channels in basic or non-basic packages. Thus, the non-capital related components of costs

can be grouped into two categories: non-content costs (salaries, sales and administrative expenses) and

content costs (technical expenses).

Importantly, the Master Files also report whether a license falls under the Class 1, Class 2, or Part 3

regulatory scheme. The CRTC-approved maximum basic price a cable company can charge for a given

license and year is also reported. These price caps are effectively determined by the basic cable price

regulations described above.

After removing observations with missing data and dropping outliers, the resulting sample consists of an

unbalanced panel of 5,415 license-year-product observations that span seven years across 3,102 licenses.

So, for example, Montreal-1993-non-basic cable is an observation. Breaking the licenses down by regula-

tory class, there 403 Class 1, 686 Class 2, and 2,013 Part 3 licenses in the sample. Licenses can also be

distinguished by the number of cable packages that are offered; there are 2,343 populous licenses with both

basic and non-basic cable, and 759 (typically rural) licenses with only basic cable.

Table 1 presents sample means and standard deviations for the demand and cost variables; all dollar

amounts are in 1992 constant dollars. The first column shows that subscribers in licenses with basic and

non-basic cable on average pay $18.76 for a basic package with 22 channels, and $29.68 for a non-basic

package with 22 basic channels and 10 non-basic channels.15 On average, these licenses have 13,000 homes

passed, with 43% and 42% of households subscribing to basic and non-basic cable.

[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]

To provide these services, cable companies typically incur monthly labor costs of $3.74 and $4.79 per

basic and non-basic subscriber. They spend an additional $4.89 and $6.62 per basic and non-basic subscriber

on sales on administrative costs each month.16 Beyond these non-content costs, firms pay monthly basic and

15The maximum basic prices across all Class 1, Class 2 and Part 3 licenses are $28.60, $35.63, and $43.34, respectively. The

maximum basic price cables across all Class 1 and Class 2 licenses are $28.60 and $36.31.

16These are average monthly total labor costs for each cable package. For example, the $4.79 non-basic labor cost includes the
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non-basic content costs of $6.36 and $14.01 per subscriber. In per-subscriber, per-channel terms these costs

are $0.32 and $2.30.17 This cost differential provides some initial evidence that content providers for higher

quality (i.e., more popular) non-basic channels are able to negotiate higher affiliation payments. Netting out

all non-content and content costs from subscription prices yields average monthly per-subscriber profits of

$3.77 and $4.26 for basic and non-basic cable. These correspond to average profit margins of 19% and 15%.

The fourth column of Table 1 presents analogous summary statistics for licenses with only basic cable.

These licenses are considerably smaller, with only 1,200 homes passed on average. Relative to larger mar-

kets with basic and non-basic cable, these licenses tend to have higher cable prices, fewer basic channels,

higher non-content and content costs, and much smaller profit margins of only 5%.

2.3. Preliminary evidence of firm size effects on cable packages and costs. Firm size, in terms of na-

tional market share, has a potentially large impact on a cable company’s content costs, and a (related) indirect

effect on its prices and cable bundles. Larger companies that are vertically integrated with upstream con-

tent providers can realize cost efficiencies that allow them to offer more channels and charge lower prices.

Moreover, larger cable companies can negotiate lower affiliation payments made to non-integrated content

providers. This bargaining advantage stems from the fact that content providers are concerned with the size

of their audience; the larger the audience, the larger the payments they can command from TV advertisers.

These payments are typically defined in terms of a fixed per-subscriber fee, and as such have a direct impact

on the marginal cost of providing a basic and non-basic packages to consumers.18

The second and third columns of Table 1 provide preliminary evidence of such firm size effects. The

second column lists summary statistics for the largest ten cable companies in terms of their national market

share (“large firms”). The third column provides statistics for all other cable companies not in the top ten

$3.74 basic labor cost. Thus, the average incremental labor cost per non-basic subscriber is $1.05. Similar calculations apply for

the sales and administrative costs and the content costs.

17The distribution of per-subscriber per-channel non-basic costs is right-skewed. Its median value is $0.52.

18Various empirical studies from the U.S. have found evidence consistent cost-reducing firm size effects due to vertical integra-

tion or larger firms’ bargaining advantage. These studies either provide indirect evidence based on observed relationships between

firm size and cable bundle prices and composition (Ford and Jackson 1997; Chipty and Snyder 1999), or direct evidence that uses

aggregate, average industry-wide affiliation payments for each channel in conjunction with a structural model of cable TV demand

and supply (Crawford and Yurukoglu 2012).
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(“small firms”).19 Comparing the two columns, I find that on average large firms’ basic and non-basic cable

package prices are $0.64 and $3.18 lower, yet include one and five more channels, respectively. The average

basic and non-basic market shares reflect these differences in cable packages: subscribers tend to choose

non-basic cable in large firms’ licenses, but not small firms’ licenses.

Differences in large and small firms’ costs are likely drivers of these differences in cable package prices

and composition. This is evidenced by the average per-subscriber costs in columns two and three, which

show that labor, sales and administrative, and content costs for basic and non-basic cable are all lower in

larger firms’ licenses. Among non-content costs, non-basic sales and administrative costs exhibit the largest

difference; on average these costs are $2.90 (or 37%) lower in large firms’ licenses. Since non-content costs

are local to a cable system, they are likely not affected by differences in vertical relations between content

providers and large and small firms. One interpretation of these cost differentials is that larger firms are

generally more experienced in managing cable systems which, all else equal, yields efficiencies in labor,

sales, and administrative costs.

Among content costs, the differences in non-basic costs are most pronounced: large firms’ average

monthly per-subscriber content costs are $3.79 (or 24%) lower than that of small firms. This cost differ-

ence is amplified on a per-subscriber, per-channel basis, where large firms’ costs per channel and subscriber

are more than 50% lower than small firms’ costs (i.e., $1.50 versus $3.53).

Overall, these patterns are consistent with a story where dominant cable companies realize cost efficien-

cies that allow them to offer richer cable bundles and charge lower prices.20 The profit figures in the table

show this ultimately translates into substantive profit differentials between large and small firms. On aver-

age, large firms realize basic and non-basic margins of 31% and 27%, which compare to margins of only

9% and 6% for small firms.

19These firm size rankings are based on national market share are in terms of the number of basic or non-basic cable subscribers

served by a cable company in 1993, the middle year of the sample. The firm-specific national market share measures are based on

the universe of more than 1,200 cable licenses in the country, as described in Byrne (2010). The rankings are largely unchanged

across years, and the results are the same if I classify “large firms” as those in the top 5, 10, or 20 in terms of national market share.

20Systematic differences in the characteristics of cable licenses operated by large and small firms could simultaneously explain

these differences. For example, recall from Table 1 that larger firms tend to operate in more populous markets than small firms. To

the extent that local wages in larger markets are lower than those in rural markets (possibly because of differences in local labor

market competition), the average labor costs of large firms will be systematically lower than those of small firms. In the econometric

models below, I control for these license-specific effects in identifying firm size effects in non-content and content costs.
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2.4. Industrial consolidation. The large profit differentials between large and small firms, combined

with the local monopoly regulation, suggests that large cable companies had a strong incentive to acquire

small companies during the 1990s.21 These incentives were complemented by the CRTC’s laissez-faire

approach to cable mergers. The regulator evaluated prospective mergers on a case-by-case basis, and by

and large rubber stamped proposals that promised cost efficiencies and improved cable TV services for sub-

scribers affected by a merger. Nationally dominant cable companies often made such claims in proposing

acquisitions.22 Technological change further promoted cable consolidation, both in Canada and around the

world. In particular, the emergence of new fibre-optic technologies, and the expectation of telecommunica-

tions convergence among cable and telephone providers, gave dominant cable companies further incentives

to expand and establish market presence.

Figure 1 illustrates the consolidation process that re-shapes the industry from 1985 to 2002.23 The left

panel plots the total number of cable mergers each year, as well as the number of mergers that involve

acquisitions by the largest five and ten companies (by national market share). Though there are 300 to

400 cable companies operating in a given year, a relatively large proportion of acquisitions (48%) involve

one of the ten dominant firms purchasing a small firm. In total, there are 449 mergers over this period

21As I document in Byrne (2010), there was active entry into new, previously unserved cable TV markets by incumbent cable

companies in the 1980s. These new markets were, however, largely rural areas; by 1990 the vast majority of households in Canada

had access to cable TV. After this point, cable companies mainly expanding into new markets through acquisition.

22More specifically, the CRTC put the onus on the parties involved to show that a proposed acquisition “yields significant and

unequivocal benefits to the communities served.” I provide an example of a CRTC-documented merger decision that involves

improved channel offerings in online Appendix A.

23These figures are based on an auxiliary dataset that is described in Byrne (2010). In short, I construct these series by tracking

merger events, firm identities, and subscribership each year for the universe of more than 1,200 cable licenses in the country. I

identify the timing of cable mergers and accurately track a given license’s cable company year-to-year using the CRTC Decisions,

Notices, and Orders (DNO) Files from 1985 to 2002. For each year, they provide detailed reports of any cable mergers and the

licenses they affect. They are available online at http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/dno.htm; in online Appendix A I provide an example

DNO file for a cable merger. I use the accurate firm identifiers for each license and year that emerge from my analysis of the DNO

files to construct the sample used in this paper. The subscribership figures are based the total number of subscribers reported for

each license in the Master Files from 1985 to 1996 (which unfortunately do not differentiate between basic and non-basic counts

from 1985 to 1989). Using these data, as well as information on license-level household counts from Statistics Canada from the

1986, 1991, 1996, and 2001 Censuses, I impute any missing data on license-level subscribership from 1985 to 1996, and extrapolate

the total number of subscribers for each license from 1997 to 2002.
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(26 mergers per year), reaching a peak of 49 mergers in 1990. A merger between two companies sees the

acquiring firm take over 3 licenses on average. However, there is a lot of heterogeneity in the size of mergers;

67% of acquisitions see only one license get transferred from one firm to another, but there are also major

acquisitions such as Rogers’s purchase of MacLean-Hunter in 1994 which saw 33 licenses change hands.

[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]

The right panel of Figure 1 illustrates the impact that consolidation has on national market shares for the

dominant firms. The five largest companies see their collective national market share grow from 45% in

1986 to 84% in 2002. Table 2 further breaks down of national market shares and the number of licenses run

by the ten largest firms. The table highlights how Rogers, Shaw, Vidéotron, and Cogeco come to dominate

the industry in the 2000s. The dominance is largely regional with Shaw mainly owning licenses in Western

Canada, while the others operate in the East. Their market shares partly reflect the fact they operate in the

country’s largest markets such as Montreal (Vidéotron), Toronto (Rogers), and Vancouver (Shaw). Indeed,

while the largest ten companies served 84% of all subscribers in 2001, they only ran 411 (33%) of the

licenses in the country. Thus, there is a non-negligible number of rural licenses operated by one of many

local cable providers. These include proprietors who service their local market, and community cooperatives

that jointly fund a local cable system.

[TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE]

Given the preceding set of facts, it is natural to ask, is what impact does consolidation have on cable

prices, channels, and costs? I return to this question in Section 5 when I present and contrast reduced-form

and structural estimates of merger effects.

3. DEMAND

This section develops and estimates a demand model for the cable television industry. I first describe a

model where consumers have heterogeneous preferences for cable, and choose the package that maximizes

their utility. I then discuss how I estimate and identify the model’s parameters, and close by presenting the

results.

3.1. Model. The unit of analysis is a license-year. Cable packages are indexed by j, where consumers

choose whether to purchase basic cable ( j = 1), non-basic cable ( j = 2), or not to purchase cable at all
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( j = 0, the outside good). The number of products offered in license m at time t is denoted Jmt ; markets with

only basic cable have Jmt = 1 products, while markets with basic and non-basic cable have Jmt = 2 products.

Consumer i’s indirect utility from buying package j in license m and year t is specified as:

ui jmt = tiq jmt −α p jmt + y0
jmtψ0 +ξ jmt + εi jmt

= tiq jmt +δ jmt + εi jmt(1)

where δ jmt ≡ −α p jmt + y0
jmtψ0 + ξ jmt is the “mean utility” that is common to all consumers for product j

in market m in year t. Under this specification, consumers i’s utility depends on bundle j’s price (p jmt),

programming content quality (q jmt), non-content related factors (y0
jmt ,ξ jmt), and consumer i’s preference

shocks (ti,εi jmt). I now describe the latter three non-price components of the utility function in turn.

3.1.1. Content quality. The quality of progamming content in bundle j is specified as follows:

q1mt = (zmtβ1) · x1mt(2a)

q2mt = (zmtβ1) · x1mt +(zmtβ2) · x2mt(2b)

where x jmt is the number of channels in bundle j in license m and year t. The additive specification for q2mt

reflects the tying constraint that requires consumers to purchase basic cable as part of the non-basic package.

This requires that non-basic cable has higher prices and bundle quality than basic cable: q2mt > q1mt and

p2mt > p1mt .

The variables in zmt affect the rate at which bundle quality grows with additional channels. These include

a multi-system operator (MSO) dummy variable (MSOmt) that equals one if license m’s cable provider in

year t operates in more than one license across the country. The vector also includes firm-specific dummy

variables for the largest 4 firms in the sample: Rogers, Shaw, Cogeco, and Vidéotron (LargeFirmmt). Thus,

the parameters in β1 and β2 capture differences in the marginal utility from additional basic and non-basic

channels among dominant companies, smaller MSOs, and single system cable operators.24

I expect the β1 coefficients to be small relative to the β2 coefficients. Basic channels largely consist

of local programming and national broadcast networks, channels that historically have been offered in the

24So, for example, if β2 > 0 for Rogers, then a non-basic bundle of ten channels offered by Rogers will be of higher quality than

a non-basic bundle of ten channels offered by a small locally-owned cable operator.
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basic packages of both national cable companies and locally-owned companies (which causes β1 to be

small). Moreover, national cable providers historically offered more diverse non-basic packages than small

companies (which causes β2 to be large).

The q jmt index is an aggregate content quality measure in the sense that the individual qualities of the

channels included in bundle j ultimately determine its overall quality. This specification of content quality

reflects the main limitation of my data, namely that data on license- or firm-specific channel identities are not

available. This prevents me from estimating channel-specific effects on bundle quality as previous authors

have done with U.S. data on channel identities (Crawford 2000; Crawford and Yurukoglu 2012). In the

absence of data on channel identities, I choose to exploit my channel count data and the richness of my

panel (in particular, that dominant cable companies operate many licenses) to construct a quality index that

allows bundle size and firm-specific differences in per-channel quality to determine overall bundle quality.25

Beyond my lack of data on channel identities, a secondary motive for using an aggregate quality index is

that it greatly simplifies the supply-side of the model. As I describe in Section 4 below, I assume firms choose

the prices and aggregate qualities of their basic and non-basic cable packages to maximize profits within

each of their licenses. An alternative and perhaps more realistic approach would be to model the optimal

channel bundling choices of firms. Unfortunately, this problem suffers from a Curse of Dimensionality since

it is extremely difficult to find the profit-maximizing subset of channels from the power set of all possible

channel combinations26 Modeling this process would therefore introduce a severe computational burden on

25I have also explored an alternative approach where I treat quality as an unobservable, and infer the values of q jmt that ra-

tionalize observed cable prices and license shares (see Byrne 2010 and Crawford and Shum 2006). However, such an approach

significantly complicates the use of the Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) share inversion algorithm to recover unobserved non-

content cable quality ξ jmt (discussed in Section 3.2 below). If one treats q jmt and ξ jmt as unobserved to the econometrician, then

for any value of q jmt one can find a ξ jmt that equates the model’s predicted license shares for bundle j in license m at time t to

its empirical counterpart. This implies that ξ jmt cannot be recovered using the share inversion algorithm alone if q jmt is treated

as an unobservable. Recovering this unobserved heterogeneity is necessary for addressing the first-order concern of the impact

unobserved non-content quality has on consumer demand, and the pricing and bundle quality decisions of companies. Allowing for

this heterogeneity is critical for both estimation and in conducting counterfactual simulations.

26To get a sense of the size of the problem, consider a typical bundling problem for a cable company in a market with basic

and non-basic cable. Recall that on average, 19 and 10 basic and non-basic channels are offered in these markets. For the sake

of illustration, assume these channels are respectively chosen from a larger set of 25 and 15 basic and non-basic channels that the

firm considers offering to its subscribers (from the CRTC’s DNO decision files these figures are potentially much larger than this).

Then to find the optimal cable package to offer, the firm would have to compute the optimal prices and profits from 225× 215 =
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my merger simulations in Section 5. I avoid these difficulties by using an aggregate quality index. Chu,

Leslie, and Sorensen (2011) find that simple pricing rules based on bundle size (i.e., the number of channels

in a package) is a good approximation to firms’ optimal bundling decisions, which lends support to this

modeling simplification.

This approach to modeling bundle quality does, however, introduce some important limitations for my

analysis. The demand parameters β1 and β2 are reduced-form since they are a function of firms’ underlying

optimal bundling decisions. These firm-specific bundle quality coefficients should therefore be interpreted

as short-run differentials in per-channel content quality among dominant firms for the 1990-1996 period,

where regulation, technology, and optimal bundling decisions across firms are largely unchanged. These

parameters would likely evolve over longer time horizons due to technological change or new channel entry

into the market.

In addition to limiting the interpretability these demand parameters, abstracting from the bundling prob-

lem also hinders the interpretation of some supply-side parameters and results regarding the impact of con-

solidation. I defer discussion of these issues until I have described firms’ profit-maximization problem in

Section 4 and merger simulations in Section 5.

3.1.2. Non-content related factors. The vector y0
jmt contains the variables that affect consumers’ prefer-

ences for cable that are not related to bundle prices nor quality. These variables can be interpreted as factors

that affect non-content quality. These include the MSO dummy, dummy variables for individual MSOs

in the sample (Firmmt), a non-basic cable dummy variable that equals one if bundle j is non-basic cable

(NonBasic jmt), a vector of six year dummies (Yeart), and a vector of eight province dummies (Provm). The

firm dummy variables capture differences in non-content quality across small single-system cable compa-

nies, nationally dominant firms, and non-dominant multi-system operators, possibly related to firm-specific

differences in branding or service quality. The non-basic dummy variable captures any non-content related

differences in demand between basic and non-basic cable. The year and province dummies account for

differences in cable demand over time and across the country.

Importantly, I allow for unobserved heterogeneity in non-content quality, ξ jmt , that both consumers and

firms account for in their decision-making, but which is unobserved to the econometrician. I normalize all

deterministic parts of the utility function for the outside option to 0 since I do not observe its characteristics

33,587,200 possible bundle combinations.
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(such as the number of over-the-air channels or signal strength). Under this normalization, ξ0mt accounts for

the quality of the outside good in license m and year t.

3.1.3. Preference shocks. Consumers’ vertical taste coefficients for cable quality, ti, are i.i.d draws from

a Weibull distribution with license-specific scale and shape parameters ρmt and κmt . The Weibull distribu-

tion is attractive because it can flexibly model many single-peaked distributions. The Weibull assumption

also ensures that individuals’ marginal utilities for cable quality are non-negative. By allowing these taste

parameters to vary with market characteristics, I admit a great deal of flexibility in substitution patterns

between basic and non-basic cable across different licenses.

Following Chu (2010), I restrict ρmt and κmt to reasonable ranges by assuming the following functional

forms:27

ρmt = exp(y1
mtψ1)(3a)

κmt = 0.1+14.9 ·
( exp(y2

mtψ2)

1+ exp(y2
mtψ2)

)
(3b)

The variables in y1
mt that affect the scale of the vertical type distribution include license-level measures of

average household income (Incmt), urban density (Urbmt), and a dummy that equals one if license m in year

t has both basic and non-basic cable (TwoPackagesmt). The variables in y2
mt that affect the shape of vertical

taste shock distribution include license-level total population (Popmt), the variance in household income

within a license (IncVarmt), and the TwoPackagesmt dummy variable. The demographics exogenously affect

the level and variability of cable demand. I expect licenses with higher average household income and lower

urban density to have larger demand for cable. Demand for cable TV should be higher in more rural markets

because consumers in these markets have fewer leisurely substitutes to watching cable. Larger licenses and

licenses with more income variability are expected to have more heterogeneity in individuals’ preferences

for cable quality. I include TwoPackagesmt in y1
mt and y2

mt to account for differences in tastes across licenses

with just basic cable, and licenses with both basic and non-basic cable.

Consumer i also experiences an idiosyncratic horizontal preference shock for bundle j, εi jmt . I assume

these shocks are i.i.d draws from a mean zero Type 1 Extreme Value distribution with scale parameter

27These functional forms restrict ρmt to be positive and κmt to lie in the large range of 0.1 to 15. The scale of the distribution,

1/ρmt is inversely proportional to ρmt .
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normalized to σ = 1.

3.1.4. Market shares. Consumers choose the package from their market’s menu of basic and non-basic

cable packages {(p jmt ,q jmt)}Jmt
j=1 that maximizes their indirect utility. Conditional on an individual’s vertical

type ti, the market share for bundle j can be computed directly using the familiar logit formula:

s jmt(pmt ,xmt ; ti) =
exp(tiq jmt +δ jmt)

1+∑
Jmt
j′=1 exp(tiq j′mt +δ j′mt)

(4)

where pmt and xmt are Jmt × 1 vectors that stack prices and channel counts for packages j = 1 . . .Jmt . The

license share for bundle j can be computed by integrating (4) over the vertical type distribution that is

specific to market m and year t:

s jmt(pmt ,xmt ;θ) =
∫

s jmt(pmt ,xmt ; ti) f (ti;ρmt ,κmt)dti(5)

where f (·;ρmt ,κmt) is the probability density function for the Weibull distribution, conditional on scale and

shape parameters ρmt and κmt , and θ = {α,β1,β2,ψ0,ψ1,ψ2} contains all the demand parameters. Denoting

Qmt at the exogenously given number of homes passed by the cable system in license m and year, the demand

for bundle j is the share times the number of homes passed: Q jmt = s jmtQmt .

3.2. Estimation. I estimate the demand parameters using the nonlinear GMM approach of Berry, Levin-

sohn, and Pakes (1995), where I assume the following population moments hold at the true value of the

demand parameters, θ0:

E[ξ jmt(θ0)|Z jmt ] = 0

where Z jmt is the vector of instruments. To recover the demand shock ξ jmt(θ) for a given θ , I first use the

contraction mapping approach of Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) to find the vector of mean utilities

in market m and year t, δmt(θ) that equates the predicted market shares of the model to those observed

in the data. After finding the mean utilities, I can recover the unobserved non-content product quality,

ξ jmt(θ) = δ jmt(θ)+α p jmt − y0
jmtψ0.

The set of instruments include all the exogenous demand variables28 as well as eight instruments that are

excluded from the demand model: the size of a cable company in terms of the total number of subscribers

28These variables are: NonBasic jmt ,MSOmt ,Firmmt ,Yeart ,Provm, Incmt ,Urbmt ,Popmt , IncVarmt ,TwoPackagesmt .
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it served nationally in the previous year (FirmSizemt); a cable system’s total potential size (SysSizemt);

channel capacity (ChanCapmt); total kilometers of cable used (KmCabmt);29 regulatory dummies for Class

2 and Part 3 licenses (Class2mt and Part3mt); and the average price and total number of channels offered on

cable bundle j across all other cable systems in market m’s province in year t ( p̄− jmt , x̄− jmt). In addition,

Z jmt also contains interactions between each of these excluded instruments with the MSO dummy, as well

as the four large firm dummies in LargeFirmmt .

Defining g(θ) = 1
N jmt

∑
j,m,t

Z′jmtξ jmt(θ) as the empirical analogue to the population moment conditions, the

structural parameter estimates are the solution to the following minimization problem:

θ̂ = argmin
θ

g(θ)′Λg(θ)

where Λ is a symmetric weighting matrix. I use a 2-step GMM estimation procedure to obtain efficient

estimates where in the first step I obtain a consistent estimate of θ with Λ = (∑ j,m,t Z′jmtZ jmt)
−1. Using the

first step estimate, I construct an optimal weighting matrix for Λ, and find the efficient second step GMM

estimate of θ . See online Appendix B for computational details.

3.3. Identification. The model is identified from the assumed population moment conditions. Impor-

tantly, they assume that the excluded instruments in Z jmt are uncorrelated with the product-, market- and

year-specific unobserved demand shock for non-content product quality, ξ jmt . Given this assumption, ex-

ogenous variation in prices and channel counts induced by the excluded demand instruments can be used

to identify α , β1, and β2. This instrumenting strategy attempts to correct for simultaneity bias in estimat-

ing these parameters; this naturally arises if firms account for unobserved demand shocks in making their

pricing and bundling decisions.

For identification, I use three sources of exogenous variation in prices and channel counts. The first

arises from variation in cable system characteristics, including its size, channel capacity, kilometers of

29The CRTC Master Files report estimates of each cable system’s potential number of subscribers, which includes households

currently connected to the cable system (i.e., the number of homes passed) and those who are not connected to the cable system but

who could potentially be connected. Channel capacity corresponds to the total number of basic and non-basic channel signals that

can be transmitted from the cable system, and kilometers of cable is the total amount of cable needed to connect all the homes that

are currently passed by the cable system. Collectively, these three variables characterize the current size and infrastructure inherent

in a license’s cable system.
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cable, and the firm size of a cable system’s current operator. These variables exhibit large within-license

variation as a result of the consolidation process. As was discussed in Section 2, cable mergers often saw

larger firms acquire smaller firms’ cable systems, leading to upgrades and expansion of these systems’

infrastructure together with alterations to basic and non-basic cable prices and bundles. This variation can

be exploited for identification under the assumption that, controlling for firm/province/year fixed effects and

local demographics, changes in cable prices and channel counts related to changes in firm size and cable

system infrastructure are independent of local demand shocks, ξ jmt .

The instrumenting strategy also exploits variation in prices and channels counts due to the different reg-

ulatory classes across cable systems. Recall that these classes are strictly defined by a market’s population,

which is presumably exogenous to unobserved demand shocks for non-content cable quality. Thus, the

Class2mt and Part3mt variables are valid instruments under the assumption that basic cable price caps do not

directly affect consumers’ choices, but rather have an indirect effect through their impact on cable compa-

nies’ pricing and bundling decisions.

The final two instruments for p̄− jmt and x̄− jmt are average prices and channel counts for bundle j across all

other markets in market m’s province in year t. The are often called “Hausman” instruments (Hausman ?).

They have been used in previous studies where market-level panel data are available, such as Nevo (2001) or

Crawford’s and Yurukoglu’s (2012) recent study of the welfare impact of àla carte bundling in cable TV. If

we assume ξ jmt is uncorrelated across markets, then prices and channel counts from other markets are valid

instruments for p jmt and x jmt . Given firm fixed effects are controlled for, transitory firm-level cost shocks

can generate correlation in cable prices and channel counts across markets and over time. Thus, these shocks

can be exploited for identification under this assumption.

There are at least two caveats with this identification strategy. First, if cable companies target licenses with

large unobserved demand shocks for acquisitions, then instruments based on cable system characteristics and

firm size would be invalid. I suspect this is not a major issue for mergers among MSOs, which affect many

licenses and generate a large portion of the exogenous variation in cable prices and channel counts. These

mergers are negotiated at a national level, and while they may depend on regional demand or macroeconomic

shocks (which the province and year fixed effects control for), it is unlikely they depend on local unobserved

non-content cable quality. In this sense, the identification strategy is similar to that from Hastings (2004)

or Houde (2012) who identify the causal impact of competition/market structure on equilibrium prices by

assuming mergers are negotiated nationally and do not depend on local unobserved demand shocks.
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It is plausible that mergers between small cable companies in contiguous licenses may depend on local

demand shocks, thereby undermining the identification assumption. However, these mergers tend to yield

little identifying variation in terms of changes in firm size or cable system infrastructure (relative to the

many mergers involving national cable companies like Rogers and Shaw). As such, mergers between small

companies likely have a small impact on the parameter estimates.

The second issue is whether unobserved non-content cable quality is spatially correlated across markets;

indeed, this is a potential problem for any study that uses Hausman instruments to identify demand. Here I

rely on the same arguments as Crawford and Yurukoglu (2012): like their U.S. counterparts, cable markets

in Canada during this period were physically distinct locations, and local cable companies had a great deal of

authority in managing local service quality (which is likely the main driver of the unobserved ξ jmt shocks).

To see how the instruments identify the demand parameters, consider the identification α . Higher values

of α imply consumers are more sensitive to exogenous changes in basic and non-basic cable prices. Thus,

I can identify α by observing how market shares for basic and non-basic services in the data change in

response to exogenous variation in prices generated by the excluded demand instruments.

The firm-specific channel quality coefficients for basic and non-basic cable, β1 and β2, are a key novelty

of the demand specification. As discussed, these coefficients capture consumers’ relative tastes for basic and

non-basic channels across the many licenses owned by a given national cable company. For example, if β1

increases relative to β2 for Rogers, then consumers in Rogers’s licenses increasingly prefer additional basic

channels to non-basic channels. Thus, the observed rate at which Rogers’s licenses’ market shares for basic

and non-basic cable change in response to exogenous variation in basic and/or non-basic channel counts

(induced by the demand instruments) identifies the relative magnitudes of β1 and β2 for Rogers. Similar

logic applies for the identification of β1 and β2 for non-major MSOs, Shaw, Cogeco, and Vidéotron.

Differences in the rate at which market shares change in response to exogenous changes in channel counts

across licenses operated by different large cable companies, or by MSO and non-MSO operators, also helps

identify the coefficients in β1 and β2. Keeping with the example, if Rogers offers higher unobserved per-

channel programming quality in their bundles than other companies (single license operators, non-major

MSOs, Shaw, Cogeco, Vidéotron), then, all else equal, we should see larger increases in Rogers’s basic or

non-basic market shares in response to equivalent exogenous increases in basic or non-basic channel counts

that we see for other companies.

The remaining demand parameters, ψ0,ψ1,ψ2, are identified from variation in exogenous demand covari-
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ates (demographics, dummies for firms, years, and provinces) and variation in cable prices, bundle qualities,

and market shares. For example, suppose two licenses, A and B, have the same basic and non-basic cable

prices and bundle qualities, but A has higher urban density, lower non-basic shares, and higher basic shares.

This variation would identify a negative ψ1 coefficient for urban density, or equivalently, a lower scale dis-

tribution of unobserved cable quality taste shocks for more urban licenses. In words, this variation would

identify a negative effect of urban density on cable demand.

3.4. Results. The demand parameter estimates are reported in Table 3. The estimated price coefficient of

α̂ =−0.524 compares to an OLS estimate of −0.314 (std. error = 0.164), which highlights the importance

of accounting for the endogeneity of prices to unobserved non-content cable quality demand shocks.

[TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE]

Using the estimated model, I can compute price elasticities of demand for basic and non-basic cable.

These figures are often of independent interest, particularly in Canada where, at least to my knowledge,

there are no previously published elasticity estimates. In markets where both basic and non-basic cable are

offered, the median own price elasticities of demand for basic and non-basic cable are -4.21 (s.d.=3.09)

and -5.45 (s.d.=7.56). In contrast, rural markets with only basic cable have smaller price elasticities with

a median of -1.30 (s.d.=2.15). As suggested above, the difference in the basic demand elasticities across

these market-types is potentially due to the fact that consumers in larger urban markets with both basic and

non-basic cable have relatively more leisure options (such as movie theatres or live sports) and hence more

elastic demand for cable than consumers in rural markets with only basic cable.

There are a number of studies that estimate cable demand elasticities in the U.S. that serve as useful

benchmarks. The closest relevant analysis in terms of the demand model and data is Crawford and Yurukoglu

(2012).30 They report median own price elasticities of -4.12, -6.34, and -13.11 for basic, expanded basic,

and digital basic in markets where these three cable packages are offered. Perhaps not surprisingly, our

results together suggest remarkably similar basic demand elasticities between Canadians and Americans.

As Crawford and Yurukoglu (2012) note, the magnitude of these estimates are well within the range of

demand elasticity estimates from numerous other studies. These include basic price elasticity estimates of

30I cannot directly contrast my estimated elasticities to those from Chu (2010) since he does not report them.
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-1.5 (Rubinovitz 1993), -2.19 (FCC 2002), and -5.9 (Chipty 2001).31 Unfortunately, I cannot find a directly

comparable numbers for rural markets with only basic cable; however, the -1.30 median elasticity for these

markets also falls within the range of elasticity estimates from these studies.

The cable quality coefficients estimates in the table highlight two main results: (1) non-basic channels

are perceived to have higher quality than basic channels; (2) the dominant MSOs offer higher per-channel

basic and non-basic channel quality than smaller cable companies, with the quality differential being more

pronounced for non-basic cable.

These patterns are highlighted in Table 4, where I report sample averages (across license-years) of the

mean and standard deviation of willingness to pay (WTP) for basic and non-basic channels in licenses

with single-system operators, non-major MSOs, and the four dominant MSOs.32 For instance, the mean

WTP for consumers in rural licenses with single-system operators is $0.48 and $0.50 (per month) for an

additional basic and non-basic channel. In contrast, consumers in Shaw’s licenses have a mean WTP of

$0.61 and $1.08. Notice, however, that among the dominant MSOs there are some differences in the relative

quality of basic and non-basic channels: consumers in Rogers’s licenses tend to perceive per-channel basic

cable quality as being quite low, while Vidéotron’s consumers in Québec perceive basic channels as having

relatively higher per-channel quality than non-basic channels.

[TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE]

The remaining taste distribution parameters suggest important heterogeneity in consumers’ preferences

for cable quality. This can be seen in Table 4, where the sample average of standard deviation in consumers’

WTP for basic channels ranges from $0.03 to $0.12, and from $0.06 to $0.14 for non-basic channels. In

general the estimates yield more disperse preference for cable quality in larger, more urban cable markets.

31Similarly, Goolsbee and Petrin (2004) report an elasticity of -1.5 for extended basic cable, and also find demand is more elastic

for higher quality cable packages like premium cable or Direct Broadcast Satellite.

32Consumer i’s WTP for an extra channel in bundle j for MSO k can be computed as wtpi jkmt=
ti×(zmt β jk)

α
. By simulating wtpi jkmt

values I can obtain estimates of the mean and standard deviation of WTP for a given MSO for each license-year in the sample. The

WTP figures reported in Table 4 are sample averages from the model’s predicted WTP distributions in each market. They do not

account for estimation error in the parameter estimates in computing market-level WTP means and standard deviations.
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4. SUPPLY

With an estimated demand model in hand, I now develop the supply-side of the model. It also falls within

the differentiated products framework of Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995). The model entails two key

assumptions regarding firms’ costs and conduct: they have constant marginal costs and maximize short-run

profits within their local markets, subject to regulatory constraints. This framework has been previously

applied to the cable TV industry (Chu 2010; Crawford and Yurukolu 2012), as well as many other industries

such as automobiles, banking, retail gasoline, and personal computers.

Having developed the supply-side model, I then use my unique cost data to test the validity of the model’s

assumptions regarding costs and conduct. The test involves three steps:

1. Recover the marginal costs for basic and non-basic cable implied by the supply-side model for each

licence-year, given the estimated demand system, and observed prices, channel counts and product

market shares. These inferred costs are what researchers typically use when cost data are unavailable.

2. Directly estimate marginal costs using the cost data. Two sets of estimates are used: (1) average vari-

able costs, which correspond to marginal costs under the constant marginal cost assumption (which is

common in the empirical literature on differentiated products markets); and (2) estimates based on a

flexible translog cost function that does not assume constant marginal costs.

3. Compare the distributions of the inferred and directly estimated marginal costs from 1. and 2. Such

a comparison is a valid test of the supply-side modeling assumptions since the demand model was

estimated without imposing any supply-side restrictions.

I now develop the supply-side model, describe the marginal cost estimation strategies from 1. and 2., and

present the results from 3.
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4.1. Model. The model assumes a constant per-subscriber marginal cost c jmt of providing cable bundle

j to an additional household in license m in year t. These costs are specified as follows:

c1mt(wmt ;γ) = x1mt · cx
1mt + cnx

1mt

= x1mt · (w1mtγ
x
1 +ω

x
1mt)+w1mtγ

nx
1 +ω

nx
1mt(6a)

c2mt(wmt ;γ) = c1mt(wmt ;γ)+∆c2mt(wmt ;γ)

= c1mt(wmt ;γ)+ x2mt · cx
2mt + cnx

2mt

= c1mt(wmt ;γ)+ x2mt · (w2mtγ
x
2 +ω

x
2mt)+w jmtγ

nx
2 +ω

nx
2mt(6b)

where cx
jmt is a per-channel, per-subscriber programming content cost, and cnx

jmt is a per-subscriber non-

content cost relate to labor and administrative expenses. These marginal cost components depend on content

and non-content cost parameters (γx
j and γnx

j ), a set of common content and non-content cost shifters (w jmt),

and cost shocks (ωx
jmt and ωnx

jmt). The non-basic marginal cost specification in (6b) reflects the fact that

non-basic purchases are tied to basic purchases. Thus, ∆c2mt(wmt ;γ) represents the incremental portion of

the marginal cost of providing non-basic cable, over and above the basic marginal cost. I collect all cost

parameters with the vector γ = {γx
1 ,γ

x
2 ,γ

nx
1 ,γnx

2 }.

The constant content and non-content marginal costs assumptions are pervasive among empirical studies

of the cable TV industry. Various authors have justified these assumptions based on independent policy

studies of the cable TV industry.33 Content costs are mainly driven by affiliation payments, which cable

companies and channel providers negotiate over. These payments mainly depend on a per-subscriber affiliate

fee which a cable company pays to a channel provider for including the provider’s channel in one of its cable

packages. Hence, the total per-subscriber content cost cx
jmt , which largely correspond to these upstream

payments to channel providers, is likely to be constant across subscribers.

Total non-content variables costs are related to labor and administrative expenses, and are similarly as-

33For instance, Rubinovitz’s (1993) seminal study cites Smiley’s (1986) report on the cable industry for the U.S. Department

of Justice, which finds that a cable system’s variable costs are proportional to the number of subscribers. Other studies that argue

for the constant cable TV marginal cost assumption include Otsuka and Mayo (1991), Chu (2010), and Crawford and Yurukoglu

(2012).
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sumed to scale with the number of subscribers in a market; indeed, this appears to be the case with my cost

data. Thus, it is reasonable a priori to assume that cnx
jmt is constant across subscribers as well.

My choice of variables to include in w jmt (for j = 1,2) is motivated by the empirical patterns and discus-

sion from Section 2. Importantly, they include FirmSizemt , which is the size of the cable company in license

m and year t in terms of the number of subscribers it served nationally in year t−1. In light of the discussion

and descriptive statistics from Section 2.3, I expect larger cable companies to negotiate lower per-channel

per-subscriber content costs. I also include the MSO dummy MSOmt and the vector of individual MSO fixed

effects Firmmt in w jmt . These will account for cost-reducing vertical integration effects among MSOs and

some channel providers. These fixed effects will also control for any firm-specific differences in content

costs (beyond firm size effects), possibly due to differences in cable bundle composition across firms.34 I

also include characteristics of the cable system in w jmt that may affect the marginal cost of providing content

to subscribers locally. These include urban density (Urbmt), average household income (Incmt), total poten-

tial system size (SysSizemt), and channel capacity (ChanCapmt). For any regressions based on basic costs,

w jmt also includes a dummy variable that equals one if a license only has basic cable. Finally, I include year

and province dummies in w jmt to account for any unobserved differences in content costs across years or

provinces.

I similarly expect firm size and MSO fixed effects to be important drivers of firms’ non-content costs.

Both variables will capture any firm-specific non-content cost efficiencies (or inefficiencies). For example,

if dominant cable companies are more experienced and effective in managing labor and operating costs

within their markets, then their fixed effects should have negative γnx
j coefficients.

Like the β1 and β2 parameters in the cable quality functions, γx
j is also a reduced-form parameter vector.

Fundamentally it is a function of two interrelated supply-side processes: (1) cable companies’ optimal

bundling decisions; and (2) bilateral negotiations between cable companies and upstream channel providers

over affiliation payments. Again, my lack of channel identity data prevents me from explicitly modeling

these features of the industry. Further, the complexity of cable companies’ optimal bundling problems would

only be exacerbated if bilateral negotiations were jointly modeled. Thus, even if channel identity data were

available, it is not clear whether it would be computationally feasible to conduct merger simulations in

Section 5 without substantial simplifications to, or approximations of, these joint bundling and bargaining

34For example, if a dominant cable company like Rogers offers higher quality non-basic channels on average that demand higher

affiliation payments, then, all else equal, we might expect the Rogers dummy coefficient in γx
2 to be positive.
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problems.

Regardless, my reduced-form approach to modeling the impact of firm-specific differences on content

costs introduces limitations. Because they are reduced-form, all of the parameters in γx
j are only valid

for studying the industry during the 1990-1996 period. They cannot be used to make any out-of-sample

predictions over longer-time horizons, such as the impact channel entry/exit would have on cable bundle

quality and negotiated content costs.

Moreover, the reduced-form specification complicates the interpretation of differences in bundle quality

and content costs across firms. Per-channel content quality for a given firm is revealed by the estimated β1

and β2 quality coefficients from the demand model. If firms that offer higher per-channel quality pay higher

per-channel content costs, then these cost differences will be reflected in the estimated firm fixed effects in

γx
1 and γx

2 . Conditional on these cost effects, the impact of FirmSizemt on content costs in equations (6a) and

(6b) largely determines the number of channels a firm includes in its cable packages. So, while the model

accounts for firm-specific effects of program-content quality on demand and content costs, it requires an

interpretation that is more involved than if channel identity data were available.

4.1.1. Profit maximization and regulation. The cable company in license m and year t knows the distri-

butions of ti and εi jmt , but not the vertical types or horizontal preference shocks of individuals. As a local

monopolist, the company chooses prices and channel counts to maximize profits subject to the regulator’s

basic price and must-carry regulations, as well as the tying constraint:

max
{(p jmt ,x jmt)}Jmt

j=1

πmt =
Jmt

∑
j=1

[
(p jmt − c jmt(wmt ;γ))s jmt(pmt ,xmt ;θ)Qmt

]
(7)

subject to p1mt ≤ p̄1mt ; x1mt ≥ x1mt ; p2mt = p1mt +∆p, ∆p≥ 0

where p̄1mt is the basic cable price cap, and x1mt is the number of channels that must be included in the basic

package under the must-carry regulations. Recall that price caps only apply to Class 1 licenses (i.e., markets

with more than 6000 subscribers) and Class 2 licenses (i.e., markets with 2000 to 6000 subscribers).35 The

number of packages offered in license m at time t, Jmt , is taken as exogenous. While the number of channels

vary over time within licenses (particularly following acquisitions), the number of packages rarely changes,

35The quality and marginal cost specifications in equations (2a),(2b),(6a),(6b) already incorporate the tying requirements for

basic and non-basic channels in the demand and cost equations.
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so I take Jmt as given.

For completeness, I have listed all the regulatory constraints that cable companies face within their li-

censes. However, as in Chu (2010), Crawford and Yurukoglu (2012), there is little reason to believe the

channel carriage constraints will bind. From my reading of the CRTC Decision and Notices regarding must-

carry channels, I suspect that most licenses have basic cable packages that exceed the minimum quality

standard. While I do not have channel identity data to confirm this, a reasonable estimate of the minimum

number of must-carry channels included in a basic package in the sample is six: CBC, CTV, Global, CPAC,

an educational channel, and a local community channel.36 Given that 99% of all license-years have 10 or

more basic channels, it is unlikely these quality constraints bind in many markets.

In contrast, a number of studies have shown that basic price regulation can affect prices (Rubinovitz 1993;

Mayo and Otsuka 1991; Kelly and Ying 2003). I account for and assess the impact of these constraints on

the empirical results below.

Beyond the role of regulation, another specification issue is the degree to which pricing and channel

bundling decisions are centrally determined for large MSOs like Rogers or Shaw. This goes against my

assumption that companies determine prices and cable packages at the license-level. Such centralization

in decision-making could introduce bias into the model’s implied marginal costs and simultaneity bias into

the cost function parameter estimates in equations (6a) and (6b).37 This is particularly important when

estimating marginal costs without cost data (as I discuss in a moment), where the license-level first order

conditions are assumed to hold. While I do not test for centralization in pricing and bundling decisions,

36The first three channels correspond the country’s three major national broadcast networks and their regional affiliates that have

existed since well before the 1990s. CPAC was launched in 1992. Large urban markets will likely have more local channels offered

under the must-carry provisions (such as CITY-TV in Toronto), however, it is extremely unlikely the minimum basic cable quality

standard binds in these markets since they have more than 20 basic channels on average.

37A plausible scenario is if large MSOs set their prices and mark-ups based on a single estimate of the average price elasticity of

demand across all of their licenses, and not license-level demand elasticities. Then, any licenses that have estimated a small price

elasticity of demand for (such as rural licenses) will overstate the true mark-ups and understate the true marginal costs. Similarly,

licenses with high elasticities will underestimate mark-ups and overestimate marginal costs. This would introduce simultaneity

bias in my parameter estimates in equations (6a) and (6b). Keeping with the example, if true marginal costs are indeed larger in

more rural markets, but mark-ups are determined centrally based on an aggregate demand elasticity estimate, then the magnitude of

my estimate of the impact of urban density on marginal costs (through either its content or non-content component) will be biased

upward as the specification error from assuming local and not centralized pricing will predict too large a (negative) correlation

between urban density and marginal costs.
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I find there is large variation in cable prices and channel counts across the cable licenses of larger MSOs,

which is related to local demand and cost variables. This suggests that local market conditions do indeed

play an important role in how cable companies determine their cable packages.

4.2. Estimating marginal costs without cost data. The conventional approach to estimating marginal

costs when cost data is unavailable is to assume a specific form of conduct, and then recover the marginal

costs from the first order conditions that govern firms’ behavior. That is, one finds the marginals costs that

perfectly rationalize firms’ observed pricing decisions (or any other endogenous variables of interest), given

the conduct assumption.

Assuming the cable company in license m and year t maximizes short-run profits by choosing prices and

qualities for its Jmt cable packages, there are 2× Jmt first order equations that govern its behavior. These

equations can derived by differentiating the Lagrangian that corresponds to the constrained optimization

problem in (7) with respect to basic and non-basic prices and channel counts.38 For Part 3 licenses (i.e.,

markets with less than 2000 subscribers) that do not face price regulation, the first order conditions with

respect to prices and channel counts can be written in matrix form as:

s̃mt +∆pmt (pmt − cmt) = 0(8a)

−s̃mt ∗ cx
mt +∆xmt (pmt − cmt) = 0(8b)

where as before all boldface elements are Jmt × 1 vectors that stack the elements for each cable package

in a market, with the exception of the s̃mt vector which equals s1mt in markets with basic cable only, and

[s1mt + s2mt , s2mt ]
′ in markets with basic and non-basic cable. The ‘∗’ operator denotes the Hadamard

product, and ∆pmt is a Jmt×Jmt matrix whose jkth entry is ∆ jk = ∂ s jmt/∂ pkmt (and similarly for ∆xmt ). These

latter matrices of derivatives with respect to prices and channel counts are computed using the estimated

demand system.

38Ignoring the channel carriage constraint and non-negativity constraint on ∆p from (7) (i.e., assuming that non-basic prices

differ from basic prices), the Lagrangian for this constraint optimization problem is given by:

max
{(p jmt ,x jmt )}Jmt

j=1

Lmt =
Jmt

∑
j=1

[
(p jmt − c jmt(wmt ;γ))s jmt(pmt ,xmt ;θ)Qmt

]
−λmt(p̄1mt − p1mt)

where λmt is the Lagrange multiplier for the basic price constraint.
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Notice that the first set of equations in (8a) can be inverted to obtain the usual “marginal costs equal prices

less mark-ups” formula that is commonly used for identifying marginal costs with differentiated products

models:

cmt = pmt +∆
−1
pmt

s̃mt ≡ rmt(9)

where rmt is the Jmt ×1 vector of marginal revenues implied by the observed prices and estimated demand

system. In the context of unregulated local cable monopolies, the implied marginal costs from the model are

simply these basic and non-basic marginal revenues.

To further identify the content and non-content components of marginal costs, I exploit the second set

of first order conditions in (8b) and substitute in the Jmt components of cmt with c1mt = x1mt · cx
1mt + cnx

1mt

and c2mt = c1mt + x2mt · cx
2mt + cnx

2mt . This yields 2× Jmt equations, which can be use to recover the 2× Jmt

unknowns, cx
jmt and cnx

jmt for j = 1 . . .Jmt . Using the inferred content and non-content costs, the marginal

cost parameters for can be estimated using the following linear regressions:

cx
jmt = w jmtγ

x
j +ω

x
jmt(10a)

cnx
jmt = w jmtγ

nx
j +ω

nx
jmt(10b)

where the j subscripts on γx
j and γnx

j indicate that I estimate separate content and non-content cost functions

for basic and non-basic cable.

4.2.1. Accounting for price regulation. The first order conditions in (8a) potentially do not hold in price-

regulated Class 1 or Class 2 licenses. In these markets, the pricing first order conditions are:

s̃mt +∆pmt (pmt − cmt)−λ mt = 0(11)

where λ mt = λmt if Jmt = 1, λ mt = [λmt ,0]′ if Jmt = 2, and λmt is the Lagrange multiplier on the price-cap

constraint. Inverting these equations, we obtain: rmt = cmt +∆−1
pmt

λ mt . From this expression we see that if one

assumes firms price according to the first order equations in (8a), but in reality basic price caps are binding

in some markets, then estimates of cmt based on rmt alone will be biased downwards. Because non-basic

and basic cable purchases are tied, the implied (total) marginal costs for both basic and non-basic cable will
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exhibit such a bias.

Following a similar strategy to Goldberg (1995), I can recover an estimate of basic and non-basic marginal

costs in the presence of regulatory constraints by exploiting cross-license variation in regulatory status.

Specifically, I use the following regression to purge the marginal revenue estimates of regulatory effects:

(12) r jmt = 1{Class1
mt}δ1 j +1{Class2

mt}δ2 j +w jmtγ j +ω jmt

where r jmt is the jth element of rmt , and 1{Classk
mt} is an indicator variable that equals one if license m

in year t is subject to Class k basic price regulation. Assuming all other market-level variables that affect

marginal costs are controlled for, the OLS estimate of δk j will correspond to the average value of the jth

element of ∆−1
pmt

λ mt across license-years with Class k price regulation. An estimate of the marginal cost can

then be recovered as the residual value of r jmt after purging it of regulatory effects: ĉ jmt = w jmt γ̂ j + ω̂ jmt ,

where γ̂ j and ω̂ jmt is the OLS estimate and residual from (12).39

4.2.2. Supply-side residuals. The above discussion highlights a more general problem in inferring firms’

marginal costs using differentiated products models. Given the estimated demand system, the inferred cmt

vector from (9) only corresponds to marginal costs if the conduct assumption of profit maximization is

correct. If the impact of price regulation on firms’ pricing decisions was ignored, the marginal cost estimates,

and any related policy analyses, would be biased. Even if I account for the impact of price regulation

using the regression in (12), there is no guarantee that conduct misspecification will not undermine the

interpretation of cmt as marginal costs.

These issues are not unique to the current setting; indeed, the pricing equations in (9) are almost identi-

cal to the first order equations from differentiated Bertrand oligopoly models, which are typically used for

recovering marginal costs. Any sources of conduct misspecification, such as firms not strictly pricing ac-

cording to a Nash Equilibrium, would undermine the interpretation of cmt as marginal costs. Borrowing from

Peters (2006), rmt can generally be referred to as a supply-side residual: it is the residual difference between

observed prices and predicted mark-ups from the demand model. If the researcher’s conduct assumption

is correct, the residual will correspond to firms’ marginal costs, as per equation (12). This residual-based

39See section 5.5 of Goldberg (1995) for further discussion about identifying marginal costs in a differentiated products model in

the presence of regulatory constraints. Given the ĉ jmt estimate, as before, we can identify the content and non-content components

of marginal costs using the (unrestricted) channel count first order conditions.
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interpretation of the model’s implied costs proves useful below, when I compare the marginal costs implied

by the model to those estimated using cost data.

4.3. Estimating marginal costs with cost data. I can directly estimate firms’ marginal costs with the

unique cost data. These are necessarily estimates since the CRTC collects and audits cable companies’

total costs and not their marginal costs. For the purpose of validating the supply-side model, I take two

approaches to estimating these costs.

4.3.1. Average variable costs. The first approach is based on the common constant marginal costs as-

sumption. Under this assumption marginal costs can be approximated by average monthly variable costs:

ĉ1mt = (Cx
1mt +Cnx

1mt)
/
(12 ·

Jmt

∑
j=1

Q jmt)(13a)

ĉ2mt = ĉ1mt +(Cx
2mt +Cnx

2mt)
/
(12 ·Q2mt) = ĉ1mt +∆ĉ2mt(13b)

where Cx
jmt and Cnx

jmt are total annual content and non-content costs40 for package j, Q jmt is the number

of households that subscribe to package j, and ∆ĉ2mt denotes the incremental part the marginal cost for

non-basic cable above beyond basic marginal cost.41 Throughout I use the convention that marginal costs

estimates based on cost data have a “ ˆ ”, while marginal cost estimates inferred from the supply-side first

order conditions do not.

It is also straightforward to compute the empirical analogues to the content and non-content components

40Recall from Section 2 and Table 1 that total content costs are reported as technical expenses plus affiliation payments, while

total non-content costs are the sum of labor and sales and administrative expenses.

41These calculations reflect the fact that the CRTC Master Files report total cost components for all subscribers to a particular

cable tier in a market. So, for example, in markets where basic and non-basic cable are offered, Cx
1mt is the total amount of basic

content costs paid for serving the Q1mt consumers who only subscribe to basic cable and for the Q2mt consumers who subscribe to

non-basic cable (who must subscribe to basic cable because of the tying constraint). The Master Files further report Cx
2mt , which

is the total incremental non-basic content cost, which is paid to provide non-basic services to the Q2mt non-basic subscribers. The

reporting is similar for total non-content basic and non-basic costs, Cnx
1mt and Cnx

2mt .
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of marginal costs for basic and non-basic cable under the constant marginal cost assumption:

ĉx
1mt =Cx

1mt

/
(12 · x1mt ·

Jmt

∑
j=1

Q jmt)(14a)

ĉx
2mt =Cx

2mt

/
(12 · x2mt ·Q2mt)(14b)

ĉnx
1mt =Cnx

1mt

/
(12 ·

Jmt

∑
j=1

Q jmt)(14c)

ĉnx
2mt =Cnx

2mt

/
(12 ·Q2mt)(14d)

4.3.2. Translog cost function. The second approach to estimating marginal costs relaxes the assumption

of constant marginal costs. Specifically, I estimate a multi-product translog cost function (Christensen,

Jorgenson, and Lau 1973), and use it to estimate firms’ marginal costs. This function provides a second-

order second-order approximation to an arbitrary cost function, and can be written as follows:

lnCmt = ϑ0 lnXmt +∑
g

lnϑgWg,mt +∑
i

ρi lnYi,mt +∑
k

ϕkAk,mt

+0.5∑
gh

ϑgh lnWg,mt lnWh,mt +0.5∑
i j

ρi j lnYi,mt lnYj,mt +0.5∑
k`

ϕk` lnAk,mt lnA`,mt

+∑
gi

τgi lnWg,mt lnYi,mt +∑
gk

τgk lnWg,mt lnAk,mt +∑
ik

τik lnYi,mtAk,mt +umt(15)

where Cmt is the total cost of operating the cable system in license m and year t, Wmt and Ymt are vectors

of input prices and outputs, Amt is a vector of cable system characteristics, Xmt is a vector of additional

total cost shifters, ϑ ,ρ,ϕ,τ are parameters, and umt is an econometric error. Note that there is an abuse of

notation: g,h, i, j,k, ` simply index the variables in each vector and are not to be confused with indexes for

individuals, households or products or any other indices used elsewhere in the paper.

For the sake of brevity, and because the methods for estimating translog cost functions are well-established,

I briefly discuss the variables included in the cost function here. Detailed discussions of variable definitions,

estimation, and parameter estimates is provided in online Appendix B.42 The variables in Wmt include input

prices for labor, programming content, and non-content “materials” (which correspond to administrative and

sales costs). The outputs in Ymt are the total number of subscribers for basic and non-basic cable (Q1mt and

42The specification choices reflect those of Kelly and Ying (2003), who estimate translog cost function using proprietary cost

data for U.S. cable systems from the Federal Trade Commission.
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Q2mt). The system characteristics in Amt include the number of basic and non-basic channels (x1mt and x2mt),

size of the cable company (FirmSizemt), a dummy variable that equals one if the local cable company is an

MSO (MSOmt), urban density (Urbmt), and average household income (Incmt). The total cost shifters in Xmt

include province and year dummies.

When estimating marginal costs with a translog cost function one must decide whether to treat capital as a

fixed or variable input. Essentially this boils down to whether one thinks a year corresponds to the short- or

long-run for a cable company.43 If we assume equation (15) corresponds to a long-run cost function, then all

inputs are variable, and capital input prices and costs must be included in Wmt and in calculating total costs

Cmt . In contrast, if capital is treated as fixed, then capital input prices and costs are not included. Rather than

assuming a short- or long-run cost function, I simply report both short and long-run marginal cost estimates

below. If cable companies treat capital as fixed when making their pricing and bundling decisions, then the

marginal costs implied by the model will be closer to the short-run marginal cost estimates.44

With an estimated multi-product cost function in hand, I can directly compute the marginal cost for bundle

j in license m and year t as:

ĉ jmt = (∂Ĉmt/∂Q jmt)/12(16)

where Ĉmt corresponds to the cost function in equation (15) evaluated at the parameter estimates. I divide

the marginal cost estimates by 12 because the translog cost function is based on annual cost data, while the

marginal costs obtained from the supply-side model are monthly.

43Slade (2009) also raises this issue, but does not have cost data to investigate it. To my knowledge, there is no standard treatment

of time horizons in the literature, as no papers have attempted to combine traditional approaches to cost function estimation with a

structural differentiated products model.

44A further difficulty in comparing the marginal costs implied by the structural model to long-run marginal cost estimates that

are based on capital assets is that while the prior unambiguously corresponds to economic costs, the latter likely reflect accounting

rates of return. Indeed, a secondary motive for the New Empirical Industrial Organization was to use economic models to identify

marginal costs and market power rather than rely on firms’ cost data that includes capital expenditures that reflect accounting and

not economic costs (Bresnahan 1989). There is a large literature on this subject, with Fisher and McGowan (1983) being a key

reference. This issue is less problematic (if at all) when estimating short-run marginal costs based on non-capital expenses that do

not suffer from being subject to arbitrary accounting rules and rate of return calculations. In particular, costs reported for labor,

sales and administration, and programming content are simply the amount spent on these items year-to-year.
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4.4. Validating the supply-side model. Table 5 presents sample medians for the implied marginal costs

estimated from the supply-side model, and for the marginal cost estimates based on the cost data.45 95%

percentile bootstrap confidence intervals are also reported. Importantly, these intervals, as well as all other

confidence intervals and standard errors reported in the remainder of the paper, account for within-market de-

pendence in marginal costs, and variability in inferred costs associated with the first-step demand parameter

estimates. online Appendix C explicitly describes all of the bootstrapping procedures used in constructing

the various confidence intervals and standard errors reported in Tables 5 through 10.

The validation results from Table 5 demonstrate that the estimated (total) marginal costs based on the data

(Panel A) differ considerably from those based on the supply-side model (Panel B). The first set of marginal

costs in Panel B correspond to the naive estimates from inverting equation (8a) for all products, markets, and

years (i.e., those that correspond to the standard approach to identifying marginal costs). These marginal

costs exhibit the largest bias. This should not be surprising is the context of a price-regulated industry.

However, two addition findings suggest that, beyond the impact of regulation, the conduct assumption of

profit maximization gives rise to specification error.

[TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE]

First, the estimates in the third row of Panel B, which account for the impact of basic price regulation, are

still quite small compared to the estimates in Panel A. After controlling for regulatory effects on supply-side

residuals using the regression in (12), the structural model yields marginal costs with a downward bias. This

suggests that a number of firms are not profit-maximizing and could increase their profits by raising their

prices. Nevertheless, these cost estimates are an improvement over the naive estimates that ignore basic

price cap effects. Indeed, the difference in the two sets of supply-side residuals in Panel B is evidence that

basic price caps are binding in some markets.46

Second, the differences in the marginal cost estimates are the largest in unregulated Part 3 licenses. This

can be seen in the far right column of Table 5. The median supply-side residual/marginal revenue of 0.05

45I focus on medians to avoid the impact of extreme observations in comparing these different marginal cost distributions. The

analysis is largely unchanged if I instead focus on sample means.

46The (unreported) δ k
j coefficients for Class k = 1 and k = 2 licenses from the regression (12) for basic cable are δ̂ 1

1 =-8.53

(s.e.=2.34) and δ̂ 2
1 =-5.19 (s.e.=1.66) (standard errors are clustered at the license-level). The estimates for non-basic cable are

δ̂ 1
2 =−3.52 (s.e.=2.79) and δ̂ 2

2 =−0.76 (s.e.=1.96).
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for these licenses suggest that rural cable operators tend to be pricing on the inelastic portion of the demand

curve. The bottom panel of the table highlights this fact: of the 613 unregulated licenses, 308 exhibit

negative inferred marginal costs, or equivalently, marginal revenues. These cable companies could increase

their revenues and profits by raising their basic cable prices, and they would be completely unconstrained in

doing so.

Figure 2 sheds further light on the degree to which these unregulated cable companies deviate from profit

maximizing behavior. The figure plots, as a function of the utility function’s price coefficient α , the fraction

of these markets where the model and cost data would predict that: (1) marginal revenue/marginal cost

prediction is negative; (2) marginal revenue is less than marginal cost; and (3) marginal revenue is within

$5.00 of marginal cost.47 The figure indicates that at the estimated price coefficient of α̂ = 0.52, marginal

revenue is less than marginal cost in 90% of the Part 3 licenses. The cable operators in these markets could

increase profits by raising their prices. Even if α on extreme value of α = 2 (implying a price elasticity of

-8, which is two to four times typical estimates in the literature), we would still conclude that 70% of these

firms are setting prices below profit-maximizing levels.

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]

The figure also shows that the estimated differences between marginal revenue and marginal cost are

generally quite large. Marginal revenue is within a modest $5.00 of marginal cost in only 20% of the

unregulated licenses at the estimated α value. These optimization errors ultimately undermine and bias the

marginal cost estimates that are implied by the supply-side model.

I also contrast the content and non-content marginal cost components implied by the model and cost data.

Table 6 presents their corresponding summary statistics. The key finding is that the non-content component

of marginal costs exhibits large biases, while the content component does not. In fact, the per-subscriber

content costs implied by the supply-side model are quite close to those from the data for markets with only

basic cable. These results suggest that firms’ sub-optimal pricing decisions, rather than their channel count

(or bundle size) decisions, drive the magnitude of the biases in the model’s inferred marginal costs.

[TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE]

47I use the average variable cost estimate of marginal costs to construct this figure. The results are similar if I use the marginal

cost estimates based on the translog cost function.
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4.4.1. Formally testing for differences in marginal cost estimates. The results from Tables 5 and 6 in-

dicate that the marginal cost estimates based on the cost data and the structural model differ considerably.

However, such a simple comparison of summary statistics is not a formal test whether differences exist in a

statistical sense. I undertake such a test by running (bootstrap) paired two-sample t-tests for differences in

means for all combinations of data- and structural-model based marginal cost estimates from panels A and

B in Tables 5 and 6. Tables A.1 and A.2 in online Appendix A report the results from these tests for each

of the four sub-samples from Tables 5 and 6, and for each year of the sample.48 The results confirm that the

differences in marginal cost estimates based on the cost data and the structural model are indeed statistically

significant.

4.4.2. Caveats. There are two important points to keep in mind when interpreting the finding of system-

atic underpricing of cable. First, this result is not due to complementary product pricing for other services

like phone or Internet. Recall from the industry overview in Section 2 that cable companies do not yet offer

these or any other services during the 1990-1996 sample period. Firms in the sample generate through cable

services only.

Second, mis-specification of the demand system and/or demand instruments is a caveat to the valida-

tion results. This could also generate differences between the model’s predicted marginal costs and those

estimated using cost data for reasons unrelated to conduct mis-specification. For example, if I am underesti-

mating true demand-side price sensitivity, then the supply-side model will overpredict mark-ups, and hence

underestimate marginal costs.

While demand mis-specification is an important caveat, two results from above provide some reassurance

that it does not undermine the validation results. First, recall that the estimated price elasticities of demand

closely align with many prior elasticity estimates for the U.S. cable industry, which is very similar to the

Canadian cable industry on both the demand and supply side. This includes estimates from Crawford and

Yurukoglu (2012) who use a similar demand model, instrumenting strategy, and dataset. Second, recall

48The table presents the sample averages of the differences between the inferred marginal costs from the model and estimated

marginal costs from the cost data. Bootstrap confidence intervals for these averages are also reported, as well as the results from

testing whether the average differences are significantly different from zero (e.g., the paired two-sample t-test). I conduct the tests

by sample year to ensure that the sample observations are i.i.d. This assumption is quite plausible across markets within a year.

Analogous tests based on a pooled dataset would be undermined by within-license dependence in the marginal cost estimates over

time.
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from Figure 2 that the majority of unregulated markets would be predicted to have excessively low cable

prices even at extremely high price elasticities of demand. Thus, even if my demand model under predicts

price sensitivity to some extent, the bias would have to be implausibly large to completely undermine the

qualitative conclusion of systematic underpricing.

4.5. Decomposing supply-side residuals. It is useful to relate supply-side residuals from the model to

marginal cost estimates from the data with the following equation:

r jmt = ĉ jmt + d̂ jmt(17)

where d̂ jmt ≡ r jmt − ĉ jmt corresponds to the distance between marginal revenue and marginal cost, given

the demand system, and observed prices, market shares, and costs. Alternatively, d̂ jmt can be interpreted

as capturing a firm’s deviation from the conduct assumption of profit maximization. In what follows, I

will call this the “conduct deviation” term. When using differentiated products models to identify marginal

costs, researchers implicitly assume conduct deviations of d̂ jmt = 0; they presume their conduct assumption

is correct and that supply-side residuals exactly correspond firms’ marginal costs. The model validation

results strongly suggest this assumption is invalid in the current setting.

With the content and non-content marginal costs components of ĉ jmt , I can estimate the marginal cost

functions in equations (6a) and (6b). With the d̂ jmt values, I can estimate models that allow me to investigate

whether certain firm or market characteristics predict conduct deviations.49 As Section 5 will show, both of

these models are critical for predicting and evaluating the impact of cable mergers.

4.5.1. Marginal cost functions. Using the empirical analogues to content and non-content marginal

costs from equations (14a)-(14d), I estimate the marginal cost functions in (6a) and (6b) for basic and non-

basic cable by OLS. I use the average variable cost-based estimates of content and non-content marginal

costs and not their translog counterparts for three reasons. First, average variable costs exhibit a much

stronger correlation with the supply-side residuals than the translog-based marginal costs. Firms appear to

49The conduct deviation term can similarly be broken down into its “content” and “non-content” components. These effectively

capture deviations from the channel count and pricing first order conditions. As the validation results from Table 6 foreshadow,

I find conduct deviations and empirical relationships are mainly driven by the non-content component (or the pricing first order

condition). In the interest of brevity, I only discuss results from regressions based on the total conduct deviation values.
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set prices based on the former and not the latter. Second, flexibly modeling the content and non-content

components of marginal costs as a function of firm and market characteristics with a translog cost function

would require me to estimate third-order polynomials. Doing so is prohibitive given my sample size. In con-

trast, estimating marginal cost functions based on the average-variable cost components is straightforward.

Third, using standard calculations based on the estimated translog cost functions, I find, like Kelly and Ying

(2003), that the estimated long-run marginal cost functions suggest constant returns empirically.50 This re-

sult lends support my use of average variable costs as proxies for marginal costs, as well as the common

assumption in the literature that costs scale with the number of subscribers in a cable system.

Table 7 contains the estimation results. Panel A contains the marginal cost function parameter estimates

that are based on the cost data. Panel B reports analogous estimates based on inferred marginal costs from

the structural model. A quick comparison across the two panels reveals severe biases in the latter set of

parameter estimates. This further illustrates the unreliability of the supply-side model for identifying the

underlying cost structure of the industry.

[TABLE 7 ABOUT HERE]

The more reliable Panel A estimates show that larger cable companies have lower content and non-content

costs for both basic and non-basic cable. These findings are consistent with larger firms: (1) being able to

negotiate lower per-subscriber channel affiliation payments; and (2) realizing cost efficiencies through better

management of local non-content labor and operating costs in their cable systems. MSOs similarly realize

non-content cost efficiencies as compared to single-system operators, yet have relatively higher content

costs. This is potentially due to MSOs offering relatively higher per-channel quality for basic and non-basic

cable compared to their single-system counterparts. The firm fixed effects are mixed, indicating that beyond

firm size and MSO effects, there is important unobserved heterogeneity in firms’ costs. The remaining cost

coefficients have their expected signs. For instance, per-subscriber content and non-content costs tend to

50The specific calculation from the translog function is the total cost elasticity of scale. This is computed using the estimated

quantity coefficients from equation (15): EQ = 1
ρ̂1+ρ̂2

. For markets with both basic and non-basic cable I find EQ = 1
0.552+0.440 =

1.008 at the sample mean. This implies that for a typical cable system a 1% increase in cable system size reduces per-unit costs by

only 0.008%. Kelly and Ying (2003) estimate a similar translog cost function with similar cable system cost data and also find a

small output elasticity of EQ = 1.03. In markets with only basic cable, the output elasticity is higher at EQ = 1
0.918 = 1.09, which

suggests larger, yet still modest scale economies. These parameter estimates are listed in Table B.1 of online Appendix B.
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be lower in large urban cable systems where agglomeration economies reduce the per-household cost of

providing cable services.

To quantify the magnitude of the overall cost (in)efficiencies implied by the firm size, MSO, and firm fixed

effects, I consider a set of hypothetical acquisitions in which an MSO acquires the licenses of all the single

system cable operators in the sample. For a given set of acquisitions, I compute the predicted content and

non-content costs under two scenarios: one where the single system operators own these licenses (i.e., what

is observed), and another where one of the large MSOs owns these licenses. I then compute the percentage

change in the predicted costs for each license under these two scenarios. This yields a distribution of cost

(in)efficiencies across the acquired licenses for a given MSO.

Figure 3 plots the median and inter-quartile range of these distributions for content and non-content costs

assuming different acquiring MSOs. A few key patterns emerge. Panel A highlights large non-basic content

costs savings that are typically in the range of 25%, while basic content cost savings tend to be small.

This may not be surprising given that basic cable is mainly comprised of broadcast networks that do not

entail affiliate fees (unlike non-basic channels). This implies that dominant firms’ negotiating advantage

is relatively muted when it comes to basic content costs. In contrast, Panel B shows that content cost

efficiencies tend to work through basic cable services. The non-content cost savings are quite large, in

the range of 40%-50% for the dominant four MSOs (Rogers, Shaw, Cogeco, Vidéotron), which suggests

that the industrial consolidation process would have resulted in large labor and operating cost efficiencies.

Moreover, given basic non-content costs are incurred for both basic and non-basic cable because of the tying

requirement, these cost efficiencies likely have an indirect effect on basic and non-basic prices over time as

the industry consolidated. I return to this issue below.

[FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE]

4.5.2. Conduct functions. To examine how conduct deviations vary across products, firms, and markets

I run the following regression:

d̂ jmt = 1{Class1
mt}δ1 j +1{Class2

mt}δ2 j +w1mtη j +ζ jmt(18)

I call these equations “conduct functions” since they reflect departures from the assumption of profit maxi-

mization. As with equation (12), the δ1 j and δ2 j estimates will correspond to systematic differences between
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marginal revenue and costs due to basic price regulation and the requirement that basic services must be in-

cluded in the non-basic package. I purposely use w jmt as the set of explanatory variables so I can assess

conduct-related biases in the marginal cost function estimates based on the supply-side model’s implied

marginal costs.

The estimation results, which are presented in Table 8, yield a number of interesting findings. The Class

1 and Class 2 coefficients highlight how price regulation drives a wedge between marginal revenue and

cost for larger, price-regulated markets. Moreover, the relative magnitudes of the coefficients are consistent

with the CRTC’s policy of enforcing more stringent price regulation in Class 1 licenses. The similarity of

the coefficients in the “Basic” and “Non-Basic” columns indicates that the non-basic conduct deviations are

mainly driven by basic cable conduct deviations, which necessarily impact the non-basic first order condition

because of the tying requirement.

[TABLE 8 ABOUT HERE]

The estimates further indicate that the nationally dominant MSOs, Rogers, Shaw, and Cogeco, price

much closer to the first order conditions than smaller cable companies. For example, their basic cable

coefficient estimates of $10.98, $10.11 and $17.76 compare to a sample median basic conduct deviation of

-$16.09. This suggests that these MSOs close the gap between marginal revenue and costs when setting their

prices. The non-basic regression coefficients for these companies are also large compared to the median non-

basic conduct deviation of $18.36. Overall, these results suggest that the standard differentiated products

model better approximates the behavior of large firms with a national presence than small locally-owned

companies.51

In contrast, I find Vidéotron does price as aggressively as Rogers, Shaw, and Cogeco. This highlights the

presence of important company-specific differences in conduct. These may be driven by cultural differences

in the French and English parts of the country as Vidéotron is a Québec-based MSO.

There are two additional findings of note. First, cable operators in larger, richer markets tend to price

closer to the first order conditions. Second, basic cable conduct deviations tend to be smaller in markets

with only basic cable services. That is, all else being equal, companies appear to make smaller optimization

errors for basic cable when only one product is offered.

51Large, firm-specific differences in conduct deviations also exist for other large MSOs in the sample such as Trillium or

MacLean-Hunter.
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There are a number of potential explanations for these patterns. The fact that major MSOs make sub-

stantially smaller optimization errors could reflect differences in expertise and knowledge across firms. For

instance, nationally dominant firms may be able to afford to hire revenue managers to determine their profit-

maximizing prices, while smaller firms cannot.

The finding that firms in less populous markets tend to set excessively low prices that result in large con-

duct deviations could reflect alternative objectives other than profit maximization. Indeed, in the sample’s

rural markets there are various community-run cable cooperatives as well as government-run cable systems

(such as those on military bases) where the local cable operator primarily set prices to cover costs, and not

to strictly maximize profits.

That optimization errors are larger in smaller cable systems could also reflect the fact that firms in these

markets have smaller samples of subscribers with which to learn about local cable demand. This is in

contrast to city-based cable systems, where firms have large samples of households to estimate demand

elasticity. If firms in smaller markets are indeed more uncertain about local demand, and further if they

tend to over-estimate demand elasticity, then this could explain the finding that conduct deviations are more

negative in smaller markets.52

I stop short of incorporating additional structure into the model to quantify the impact of these and other

mechanisms in generating conduct deviations; doing so is beyond the scope of the current article. Regardless

of underlying mechanism(s), the existence of systematic conduct deviations has broader implications for the

use of structural market demand/supply models in measuring firms’ marginal costs and informing policy. In

the next section, I consider an application that has had a particularly large policy impact among anti-trust

authorities worldwide: merger simulations.

5. EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF CABLE CONSOLIDATION

This section evaluates the impact of cable mergers on prices, cable bundles, costs, and welfare. Keeping

with a recent trend in the literature (Peters 2006; Weinberg and Hosken 2012; Houde 2012; Bjornerstedt

and Verboven 2012), I provide comparative structural and reduced-form analyses of merger effects. By

comparing simulated merger effects based on structural model to estimated effects based on actual mergers

52A similar sample size-based intuition could also explain why major MSOs make substantially smaller optimization errors

than smaller cable companies. MSOs serve large samples of subscribers across the country which they can use to obtain accurate

estimates of cable demand. Such demand estimates can in turn be used to identify profit-maximizing price levels.
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in the data, I can evaluate the model’s performance in forecasting merger outcomes.

Methodologically, I build on the standard merger simulation approach by incorporating cost data into the

analysis. Unlike existing studies, I account for conduct specification errors in evaluating merger outcomes.

Through the analysis I also provide some of the first estimates of the impact that cable TV consolidation has

on cable prices and bundles, consumer welfare, and firms’ profits.

5.1. Retrospective merger simulations. Using the structural model, I quantify merger effects by simulat-

ing market outcomes under two scenarios: one with consolidation (observed in the data) and another without

(the counterfactual). The latter “no-consolidation” scenario assumes that each license’s cable company is

what is was in 1990 for the entire sample period.

Two sets of simulations are used. The first corresponds directly to the standard merger simulation ap-

proach. For these simulations, I assume firms’ content and non-content marginal costs are the inferred

values of cx
1mt ,c

x
2mt ,c

nx
1mt ,c

nx
2mt from the first order conditions in (8a) and (8b). With these inferred costs, I

estimate the content and non-content marginal cost functions by running the regressions (10a) and (10b) for

basic and non-basic cable. The resulting marginal cost function parameter estimates are reported in Panel B

of Table 7.

Using the estimated regression coefficients and residuals, I predict content and non-content costs for

package j under scenario s ∈ {0,1}:

cx,s
jmt = ws

jmt γ̃
x
j + ω̃

x
jmt(19a)

cnx,s
jmt = ws

jmt γ̃
nx
j + ω̃

nx
jmt(19b)

where γ̃x
j and γ̃x

j are the regression coefficient estimates from Panel B of Table 7, and ω̃x
jmt and ω̃nx

jmt are

the corresponding residuals from the marginal cost regressions. The s superscript in ws
jmt indexes the cost

shifters by scenario s. Under the s = 0 (consolidation) scenario, the predicted values correspond exactly

to the observed content and non-content costs in the data: cx,0
jmt = cx

jmt and cnx,0
jmt = cnx

jmt . This follows

standard practice in the literature on merger simulations: the residuals from the marginal cost regressions

are assumed to be policy-invariant structural cost shocks that firms account for in making their pricing and

bundling decisions. The cost predictions under the s = 1 (no consolidation) scenario will differ because of

the consolidation-induced changes in the FirmSizemt , MSOmt and Firmmt variables in the ws
jmt vector.
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Cable programming quality will also differ under the two scenarios. Recall that MSOmt and Firmmt are

included in y0
jmt in equation (1) (which affects non-content cable quality/branding effects), and that the

MSOmt and LargeFirmmt variables are in zmt in equations (2a) and (2b) (which affect per-channel program-

ming content quality). Therefore, to predict cable prices and channel counts with and without consolidation,

I solve the first order conditions in (8a) and (8b) using the cost predictions for c̃x,s
jmt and c̃nx,s

jmt , together with

their corresponding utility function variables in y0,s
jmt zs

mt for scenarios s ∈ {0,1}.

In light of the results from Section 4.4, the structural model will yield unreliable estimates of any merger-

induced cost (in)efficiencies. This is because the inferred costs from the supply-side model are affected by

firms’ actual marginal costs and any deviations from the first order conditions in (8a) and (8b). This does not

imply, however, that standard merger simulations will necessarily yield inaccurate forecasts of merger effects

on prices and channel counts. The above results suggest a more nuanced interpretation of the equations in

(8a) and (8b) that are used to generate these forecasts: they are a nonlinear system of equations that are

based on a differentiated products model, but that incorporates systematic deviations from the model’s first

order conditions. In simulating prices and channel counts with and without consolidation, the difference in

the predicted outcomes not only reflect merger-induced changes in firms’ costs, but also their conduct.

To better understand the issues involved in interpreting the standard merger simulation results in the

presence of conduct deviations, consider a hypothetical acquisition of a small, locally-owned firm’s licenses

by the largest MSO in the sample, Rogers. The predicted cost efficiencies from Figure 3 suggest that Rogers

will reduce content and non-content costs in the acquired licenses, allowing it to potentially offer more

channels and charge lower prices. The conduct function estimates from Table 8 indicate that Rogers will,

however, tend to set prices more in-line with the first order conditions in (8a) than the small firm previously

did. If the small firm was previously setting prices well below profit maximizing levels (which recall from

Figure 2 is typically the case), then the differences in conduct between the two firms will see Rogers increase

prices until marginal revenues are closer to the (new) marginal costs. The simulated merger effects based on

the first order conditions in (8a) (8b), and the predicted marginal costs under scenarios s = 0,1 from (19a)

and (19b), will capture the net effect of the cost- and conduct-related forces in driving merger outcomes. This

directly follows from the relationship between the model’s inferred marginal costs, the estimated marginal

costs from the cost data, and conduct deviations in (17).

The second set of simulations serve as a benchmark for the standard merger simulation results. For these

simulations, I use the empirical analogues of the marginal costs from equations (14a)-(14d), and marginal
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cost function estimates from Panel A of Table 7. With the latter set of estimates I can similarly predict

marginal costs with and without consolidation. I again treat the residuals from the content and non-content

cost regressions as structural cost shocks in doing so. Using these two sets of marginal costs, I simulate

merger outcomes under the two scenarios by solving the constrained profit maximization problem in (7)

under the consolidation and no consolidation scenarios. Importantly, these simulations also make use of the

basic cable price caps from the CRTC Master Files in solving for firms’ constrained profit-maximizing cable

prices and channel counts.

The advantage of the second set of simulations is that they will yield more reliable estimates of the impact

mergers have on costs. This is because they use direct cost measures that do not rely on any assumptions

regarding firms’ conduct. The shortcoming of these simulations is they rely on a specific conduct assumption

(constrained profit maximization) to generate predictions over prices and channel counts with and without

consolidation. Unlike the standard merger simulations based on the nonlinear system of equations in (8a)

and (8b), these simulations will not incorporate firm-specific differences in conduct when predicting merger

effects. To the extent that differences in conduct matter quantitatively across acquiring and acquired firms,

these simulations will exhibit forecast errors when predicting the impact cable mergers have on prices and

channel counts.

For a given set of simulated outcomes, I construct a “difference-in-difference” estimate of the a merger

effect in license m as follows. Suppose license m’s cable operator changed in year τm because of a merger.

The “difference” estimate of the merger’s effect on basic cable prices (for example) under the consolidation

scenario is the difference between the average basic price in years greater than or equal τm and the average

basic price in years prior to τm. Denote this difference by ∆p0
1m. The difference-in-difference estimate of the

merger on basic prices can then be computed as ∆∆p1m ≡ ∆p0
1m−∆p1

1m, where ∆p1
1m is an analogous differ-

ence in average prices before and after the merger under the no-consolidation scenario. Similar calculations

are used to estimate the causal impact of mergers on the other outcome variables of interest.

5.2. Reduced-form estimates of merger effects. To compare the predictive ability of the two sets of

merger simulations just discussed, I require an empirical benchmark of merger effects. Following obser-

vational studies of historical mergers (for example, Dafny 2009 or Sweeting 2010), I use the following
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regression model to obtain a benchmark:

y jmt = αAmt +X jmtβ +µm + τt + v jmt(20)

where y jmt is the outcome variable of interest: y jmt ∈ {p jmt ,x jmt , ĉx
jmt , ĉ

nx
jmt} for j = 1,2.53 The variable Amt

equals one if there has been a cable merger in license m during year t, or any year prior to t. The vector

of controls, X jmt , includes average household income, urban density, system size, and the total kilometers

of cable in a cable system. The model also includes license and year fixed effects, µm and τt , and an

econometric error, v jmt . The coefficient of interest, α , is a difference-in-difference estimate of the within-

license impact of a merger. Using the language from experiments, licenses that experience a merger are in

the “treatment group”, while all other licenses are in the “control”.

It is well-known that various econometric issues can undermine the identification of α . For example, α

will be biased if the outcome variable has different trends across licenses in treatment and control. As a

check on this issue, I examine whether year-to-year trends in cable prices, channel counts, and costs differ

across the treatment and control groups prior to mergers. The corresponding (unreported) regression results

that check this issue suggest no significant differences in pre-merger trends.

Perhaps more problematic is the reality that mergers are likely not randomly assigned to licenses, which

would generate selection bias in the reduced-form merger effects estimates. Selection effects would have to

work through the transitory component of a market’s idiosyncratic unobservable, v jmt , because the market

and year fixed effects account for any license- or year-specific permanent unobserved demand or cost shocks.

Given that a large fraction of acquisitions in the sample involve nationally dominant companies who tend

to make merger decisions at the firm and not local level, it unclear whether selection based on these local

idiosyncratic shocks will have a large impact on the estimates.

To the extent that selection effects exist, they will lead me to overstate merger effects for costs and bundle

quality, while their impacts in price regressions are ambiguous. Suppose acquiring firms target licenses

with large idiosyncratic cost shocks because there’s opportunity to cut costs and realize efficiency gains.

This selection effect would cause me to overstate any estimated cost efficiencies from acquisitions. Suppose

53Given the large variance of the dependent variables, as a robustness check I report results from analogous regressions with

the dependent variable in logs in Table A.3 of online Appendix A. The signs and magnitudes of the estimated merger effects from

these regressions largely correspond to the estimation results from equation (20).
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instead that acquiring firms target licenses with high idiosyncratic cable quality demand shocks in order

to improve local cable packages, offer more channels, and expand the market. This would also create an

upward bias in α in the channel count regressions. In the price regressions, the selection bias would be

negative under the cost shock story (since mark-ups and price levels depend on costs), while it would be

positive under the demand-shock story (since firms can charge higher prices if they offer higher quality

bundles). The direction of the bias in the price regressions is therefore ambiguous; it depends whether

transitory demand or cost shocks dominate in determining firms’ acquisition targets.

5.3. Findings. The reduced-form and simulation-based estimates of merger effects are presented in Ta-

ble 9.54 The difference-in-difference estimates indicate that following a cable merger, the acquiring firm

lowers monthly cable prices by $0.87, and add two more channels to the non-basic bundle. Basic channel

counts likely remain unchanged because basic bundles mainly consist of local programming and national

broadcast channels. Recall that both MSOs and small cable companies must offer these channels under the

CRTC’s must-carry regulations. This implies that in contrast to non-basic services, there is little scope for

larger firms to expand upon the basic cable bundles of acquired smaller firms.

[TABLE 9 ABOUT HERE]

The estimates in the bottom panel of the table reflects the cost-reducing firm size and firm-specific effects

from Panel A of Table 7. Upon entering new markets through acquisition, dominant firms reduce monthly

per-subscriber basic and non-basic non-content costs by $2.19 and $1.63. These large 15% to 20% merger-

related labor and operating cost efficiencies likely contribute to the merged-induced fall in basic cable prices.

They may also explain the additional finding that non-basic prices remain unchanged following acquisitions

despite the fact that more non-basic channels tend to be offered.

In contrast, the reduced-form estimates reveal relatively small or statistically insignificant changes in

basic and non-basic content costs following cable mergers. This likely reflects two opposing forces. On

the one hand, the content-cost efficiencies of larger MSOs should see these costs fall when larger acquiring

firms enter new markets.55 On the other hand, as the demand estimates and WTP results from Table 4

show, larger MSOs tend to offer higher per-channel cable quality which, all else equal, push up content

54The estimates are based on 142 instances where a market’s cable company changed because of a merger in the sample.

55These cost efficiencies are implied by the marginal cost estimates in Panel A of Table 7, and are depicted in Figure 3.
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costs.56 The reduced-form merger effects estimates therefore identify the net effect of these merger-related

cost efficiencies and improved per-channel cable quality.

The second and third columns of Table 9 present the predicted merger effects from the standard and

modified merger simulations. The results in Panel A show that the standard merger simulations are indeed

able to predict that basic cable prices fall while non-basic channel counts rise around mergers. In contrast,

the modified simulations provide poor predictions of the impact of mergers on cable prices and channel

counts. The bottom panel, however, shows that the modified simulations do a much better job of predicting

merger-related cost changes than the standard simulations do. This is not surprising given the biases inherent

to the structural model’s marginal cost estimates, and the fact that the cost predictions for the modified

simulations are based on the actual cost data.

5.4. Welfare effects. An additional benefit from having estimated a structural model is I can use it to

quantify the impact of cable mergers on consumer welfare and profits. Following Nevo (2000) (and many

others), I use compensating variation to measure the change in consumer welfare due to the consolida-

tion process. This welfare measure is the amount of income a consumer would have to be paid under the

no-consolidation scenario such that they would be indifferent between living in worlds with and without

consolidation.

When estimating the consumer welfare effects of cable mergers, I use predicted prices and channel counts

from the standard merger simulations because they yield better forecasts of the impact of mergers on these

variables. The predicted costs from these simulations are, of course, severely biased and unreliable. As

such, they are not useful for measuring the impact of mergers on profits. Therefore, to evaluate the impact

that mergers have on consumer welfare and profits, I augment the standard merger simulations with the

estimated marginal cost functions based on the cost data.

Specifically, I assume that the content and non-content marginal cost functions that are based on the cost

56More specifically, higher quality (i.e., more popular channels with better ratings) channels tend to demand larger per-

subscriber affiliation payments from cable companies. See Crawford and Yurukoglu (2012) for direct evidence of this.
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data and inferred costs (i.e., from Panels A and B of Table 7) are related as follows:

cx,s
jmt = ws

jmt γ̃
x
j + ω̃

x
jmt

= ws
jmt γ̂

x
j + ω̂

x
jmt︸ ︷︷ ︸

ĉx,s
jmt

+ws
jmt δ̂

x
j + ζ̂

x
jmt︸ ︷︷ ︸

d̂x
jmt

(21a)

cnx,s
jmt = ws

jmt γ̃
nx
j + ω̃

nx
jmt

= ws
jmt γ̂

nx
j + ω̂

nx
jmt︸ ︷︷ ︸

ĉnx,s
jmt

+ws
jmt δ̂

nx
j + ζ̂

nx
jmt︸ ︷︷ ︸

d̂nx
jmt

(21b)

where d̂x
jmt ≡ cx

jmt − ĉx
jmt and d̂nx

jmt ≡ cnx
jmt − ĉnx

jmt are the content and non-content components of conduct de-

viations for package j, and where δ̃ x
j , δ̃

nx
j and ζ̃ x

jmt , ζ̃
nx
jmt are the regression coefficient estimates and residuals

from regressions of d̂x
jmt and d̂nx

jmt on w jmt .57 These equations make clear the relationships between the cost

parameters and cost shocks based on the inferred costs and cost data: γ̃x
j = γ̂x

j + δ̂ x
j and ω̃x

jmt = ω̂x
jmt + ζ̂ x

jmt

(and similarly for the non-content cost equations).

In short, I use the estimated cost functions based on the cost data to separately identify content costs and

non-content costs and conduct deviations in the model’s inferred costs. By augmenting the standard merger

simulation framework with cost data, I am able to predict the impact of cable mergers on prices, costs,

profits, and consumer welfare.

By defining the model’s inferred costs according to (21a) and (21b), I am also able to quantify the impact

of cost-reducing firm size effects in generating the welfare gains/losses from consolidation. Consider, for

example, the impact of firm-size related cost efficiencies in non-content costs generated by mergers. Recall

that I simulate market outcomes and welfare under the consolidation scenario by setting the cost, non-

content quality, and per-channel programming content quality variables in ws
jmt , y0,s

jmt , and zs
jmt to their s = 0

values. To “turn off” the cost-reducing firm size effects on non-content costs, I start from these consolidation

variables, and change the values for FirmSizemt in the ws
jmt vector to their s = 1 values in the ĉnx,s

jmt (and hence

cnx,s
jmt ) functions in (21b). That is, I use this ws

jmt vector, to generate “partial” no consolidation values for ĉnx,s
jmt

and cnx,s
jmt . I then simulate cable prices and channel counts using these (new) cnx,s

jmt values in conjunction

57It write out the conduct deviation functions in (21a) and (21b) to help illustrate how both costs and conduct deviations affect

the implied content and non-content marginal costs from the model. In the simulations below, I do not explicitly use the conduct

deviation functions to investigate merger effects, and therefore do not report δ̃ x
j δ̃ nx

j .
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with the consolidation scenario cx,s
jmt values and the first order conditions in (8a) and (8b). By comparing

consumer and producer welfare under this “partial” no-consolidation scenario to the consolidation scenario,

I am able to quantify the role of non-content cost-reducing firm size effects in driving the predicted welfare

gains/losses from consolidation.58

There are some important caveats to bear in mind when interpreting the welfare results. Taken literally,

the model predicts that consumers immediately receive a utility “bump” in terms of programming content

quality when dominant MSOs acquire their local cable providers. This may overstate the welfare gains from

consolidation if it takes longer than a year for dominant cable companies to develop the infrastructure of

acquired cable systems to improve local programming.

Moreover, because I do not model firms’ bundling decisions year-to-year, I am unable to say whether the

introduction of certain channels or the re-bundling of existing channels (i.e., leaving bundle size unchanged)

by dominant acquiring firms are the key drivers of any programming-related welfare gains. The model

approximates the welfare gains from this deeper bundling process by giving the same MSO-specific utility

“bump” to both existing channels and new channels in a license’s basic and non-basic bundles following an

acquisition.

I also abstract from the impact of cable consolidation on upstream channel providers. The negotiated

affiliation payments that channel companies receive likely fall as dominant cable providers take over the in-

dustry, leaving them worse off. In the long-run, this could cause content providers to exit, leaving consumers

with less programming variety. The short-run merger analysis abstracts from these interesting long-run ef-

fects of cable consolidation. Incorporating long-run effects into the analysis is beyond the scope of this

paper and is left for future work.

5.4.1. Results. The predicted welfare effects are presented in Table 10. I again report “difference-in-

difference” estimates of welfare effects based on the simulated merger outcomes. More specifically, for

each market that experiences a merger, I compute the expected consumer surplus and profits per subscriber

in the years before and after the merger. These are computed under the consolidation and no consolidation

scenarios. I then compute the difference in expected consumer surplus/profits before after the merger under

58I focus on non-content cost reducing firm size effects because: (1) the difference-in-difference estimates highlight statisti-

cally significant and large reductions in non-content costs following a cable merger; and (2) cost-reducing firm size effects in the

estimated non-content marginal costs for basic cable are statistically significant and large in Panel A of Table 7.
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these two scenarios. Finally, I compute the difference in these differences to quantify the welfare impact of

consolidation. The table reports the sample averages and standard deviations of the differences in differences

across all markets that were affected by a cable merger.

[TABLE 10 ABOUT HERE]

The main takeaway from the table is that both consumer welfare and firms’ profits rise as a result of

industrial consolidation. On average, consumers realize an additional $2.19 of surplus of month following

acquisitions, while firms realize an additional $3.63 of profits. To provide a sense of the magnitude of these

welfare changes, they are roughly 10% and 15% of the sample average for basic cable prices.

The bottom part of the table illustrates the importance of cost-reducing firm size effects in non-content

costs in driving these consolidation-induced welfare effects. In the absence of cost-reducing firm size effects,

the average gains in consumer surplus and profits from consolidation become statistically insignificant,

falling to $0.76 and $0.84. Intuitively, dominant acquiring firms’ non-content cost efficiencies play an

important role in keeping cable prices down following mergers, which directly benefits consumers.

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper has provided a novel evaluation of the benchmark differentiated products model from empirical

IO, focusing on its ability to identify the actual marginal costs of firms. Using unique demand and cost data

from the cable TV industry in Canada, I found evidence that the model performs poorly in doing so, and that

the biases in the model’s marginal cost estimates are largely due to firms pricing below profit maximizing

levels. I studied the implications for merger simulations, and found these biases compromise estimates of

merger-related cost efficiencies, but did not prevent the model from generating useful predictions of the

price and non-price effects of mergers.

Through the analysis, I also provided novel estimates of the impact of consolidation on cable prices,

channels, costs, and welfare. I found that dominant cable companies reduce basic cable prices, increase the

number of non-basic channels, and reduce per-subscriber costs when entering new cable markets through

acquisition. The net effect of these changes is that both consumer welfare and firms’ profits tend to rise

following a merger.

These results have implications for policymakers and research on differentiated products markets. In

terms of policy, the findings are relevant for anti-trust authorities who actively use merger simulations to
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evaluate prospective mergers. A key policy implication is that authorities should use their power of subpoena

to request cost data from firms to enhance the accuracy and transparency of their merger simulations.59 The

paper not only motivates such requests, it is prescriptive as it shows how an analyst can augment the standard

merger simulation methodology with cost data.

The model validation results have implications for empirical research on differentiated products markets

more broadly. They serve as a warning about the effects of conduct misspecification on the implied marginal

costs from differentiated products models. Given the severity of these errors, the paper’s results suggest that

if cost data is unavailable and conduct cannot be identified in a differentiated product model (as is typically

the case), researchers should, at the very least, produce results based on different assumptions over the form

of conduct. These might include Bertrand, collusion, or partial coordination among some firms. Further,

if “natural experiments” such as mergers or other policy shocks exist, they can be exploited to assess the

predictive ability of the model under different conduct assumptions to validate the supply-side of the model.

The results have at least three implications for empirical research on the cable TV industry. Most papers

in the literature have adopted the conduct assumption of profit maximization to identify firms’ marginal

costs and evaluate policy (for example, Rubinovitz 1993 or Chu 2010). My results serve as a caveat to these

papers’ results. Second, the results lend direct support to the estimation strategy of Crawford and Yurukoglu

(2012), who go beyond inverting first order conditions to recover firms’ marginal costs, and identify costs

by using moments based on national-average input cost data for individual channels. By exploiting cost-

based moments in this way, future studies can mitigate the impact of conduct misspecification in identifying

the industry’s cost structure. Finally, my finding that differentiated products models better approximate the

behavior of dominant cable companies and companies that operate in larger markets suggest that future stud-

ies should focus on these types of firms and markets when estimating equilibrium models for the industry.

Luckily, because of the consolidation process studied in this paper, many cable markets today are served

by such dominant firms. This implies that the profit maximization assumption should be more reliable with

more contemporary datasets.60

59For example, the U.S. Hart-Scott-Rodino Act (1976) gives the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission such

power to issue a “second request” for data from parties who are proposing to merge.

60The same cannot be said, however, for early studies in the literature by Otsuka and Mayo (1991) and Rubinovitz (1993) on

the impact of basic price regulation on cable prices. These authors also assume strict profit maximization, and use demand-side

data from the 1990s that is similar to what I use. In light of my findings, it is possible that these papers overstate the effectiveness
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To close, I highlight a few avenues for future research. While studying cost and conduct misspecification

in the context of local monopolies has been convenient, it would be useful to undertake a similar study in

an oligopoly context. A key question of interest is whether firms hold beliefs/conjectures about competition

that correspond to the Bertrand assumption commonly used in the literature. More generally, future research

that studies on how cost data can be used to develop and identify differentiated products models whose

predictions are robust to conduct misspecification should prove valuable.61

Regarding the impact of cable TV consolidation, the short-run analysis in this paper has ignored the

impact of downstream consolidation among cable companies upstream channel providers. Going forward,

it would be useful to build on the structural model, and examine the extent to which channel providers have

an incentive to exit as a result of receiving smaller negotiated affiliation payments from increasingly large

cable companies.

Department of Economics, The University of Melbourne, Australia
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Figure 1: Trends in Cable Mergers and National Market Shares of Large Cable Companies

Panel A: Annual Merger Counts
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Figure 2: Predicted Marginal Revenue, Proft-maximization Error, and Demand Elasticity in Unregulated
Cable TV Markets as a Function of the Utility Function Price Coefficient
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Figure 3: Predicted Cost Efficiencies from Acquisitions of Single-System Operators by Multi-System Op-
erators

Panel A: Percent Change in Content Costs from MSO Acquisition
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Panel B: Percent Change in Non-Content Costs from MSO Acquisition
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Table 1: Summary Statistics for the Demand and Cost Variables

Licenses with Basic and Non-Basic Cable Licenses with Basic Cable only

All Large Firms’ Small Firms’ All Large Firms’ Small Firms’
Licenses Licenses Licenses Licenses Licenses Licenses

Panel A: Demand variables
Basic price 18.76 18.40 19.04 23.42 22.74 23.51

(4.31) (3.66) (4.76) (6.02) (5.48) (6.09)
Non-basic price 29.68 27.92 31.10

(8.96) (7.72) (9.61)
Basic channel count 21.86 22.53 21.32 17.34 18.00 17.25

(5.95) (5.68) (6.11) (5.95) (6.85) (5.83)
Non-basic channel count 9.81 12.80 7.40

(7.49) (8.26) (5.78)
Basic market share 0.43 0.33 0.50 0.83 0.76 0.84

(0.30) (0.29) (0.29) (0.16) (0.20) (0.15)
Non-basic market share 0.42 0.49 0.36

(0.28) (0.27) (0.27)
Homes passed 13352 19890 8071 1168 2025 1058

(25103) (30740) (17729) (2128) (2761) (2009)

Panel B: Cost variables
Basic labor cost 3.74 3.15 4.21 4.56 3.57 4.69

(1.91) (1.06) (2.27) (3.35) (2.35) (3.44)
Non-basic labor cost 4.79 3.73 5.64

(3.63) (1.76) (4.44)
Basic sales and admin cost 4.89 3.70 5.85 7.45 4.84 7.79

(3.34) (1.27) (4.10) (6.52) (3.77) (6.72)
Non-basic sales and admin cost 6.62 5.01 7.91

(5.69) (2.39) (7.08)
Basic content cost 6.36 5.63 6.95 10.11 9.43 10.20

(2.41) (1.81) (2.66) (4.04) (3.02) (4.14)
Non-basic content cost 14.01 11.91 15.70

(8.10) (6.12) (9.06)
Basic content cost per channel 0.32 0.27 0.36 0.64 0.61 0.65

(0.16) (0.12) (0.18) (0.32) (0.29) (0.33)
Non-Basic content cost per channel 2.30 1.50 3.53

(4.00) (2.61) (4.65)

Panel C: Profits
Basic profits 3.77 5.92 2.04 1.30 4.89 0.84

(5.15) (3.77) (5.46) (8.44) (5.49) (8.65)
Non-basic profits 4.26 7.26 1.85

(11.38) (5.95) (13.88)
Basic profit margins 0.19 0.31 0.09 0.05 0.21 0.03

(0.25) (0.16) (0.26) (0.38) (0.24) (0.38)
Non-basic profit margins 0.15 0.27 0.06

(0.31) (0.19) (0.36)

Panel D: Regulatory class counts
Class 1 licenses 380 245 135 23 8 15
Class 2 licenses 607 271 336 79 17 62
Part 3 licenses 1356 530 826 657 61 596

Total number of licenses 2343 1046 1297 759 86 673

NOTES: Sample means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are presented in Panels A, B, C. All cost and profit variables are in
monthly per subscriber terms, except for basic/non-basic content cost per channel, which is the monthly per-subscriber, per-channel
terms. Large firms consists of the ten largest firms by national market share in 1996. Small firms are those that are not classified as large
firms. Class 1 licenses have more than 6,000 basic subscribers, Class 2 licenses have between 2,000 and 6,000 subscribers, and Part 3
licenses have less than 2000 subscribers. All dollar amounts are in 1992 constant dollars.
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Table 2: National Market Share and Licenses owned by Dominant Firms

National Market Shares Number of Licenses

1986 1991 1996 2001 1986 1991 1996 2001

Rogers 0.203 0.231 0.318 0.292 13 18 60 83
Shaw 0.052 0.077 0.179 0.256 16 40 92 144
Vidéotron 0.132 0.143 0.147 0.180 30 47 47 62
Cogeco 0.010 0.057 0.058 0.115 1 70 72 122
MacLean-Hunter 0.062 0.089 0 0 15 35 0 0
Videon 0.023 0.019 0.019 0 2 2 10 0
Persona 0.002 0.014 0.017 0.036 4 98 118 230
Eastlink 0.003 0.004 0.017 0.022 9 13 39 61
CF Cable 0.030 0.030 0.052 0 2 2 41 0
Fundy 0.010 0.012 0.024 0 8 13 33 0

Totals 0.449 0.598 0.701 0.842 75 210 271 411

NOTES: National market share is the total number of basic cable subscribers served by a cable company
across all of its licenses divided by the total number of basic cable subscribers in the country. Cells with
0 entries are non-active or acquired cable companies. The total number of licenses in the country is 1256.
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Table 3: Demand Parameter Estimates

Standard
Variable Estimate Error

Price (α) 0.524 (0.303)

Basic cable quality (β1)
Constant 1.000 (0.305)
Multi-system operator 0.368 (0.112)
Rogers -0.366 (0.115)
Shaw 0.349 (0.108)
Vidéotron 0.028 (0.009)
Cogeco 0.898 (0.274)

Non-basic cable quality (β2)
Constant 1.186 (0.365)
Multi-sytem operator 0.302 (0.091)
Rogers 1.001 (0.307)
Shaw 0.809 (0.248)
Cogeco 0.362 (0.111)
Vidéotron -0.568 (0.176)

Scale of cable quality taste distribution (ψ1)
Constant 0.741 (0.303)
Average household income -0.096 (0.003)
Urban density -1.599 (0.033)
Market with basic and non-basic cable -0.058 (0.001)

Shape of cable quality taste distribution (ψ2)
Constant 3.969 (0.150)
Income dispersion across households 0.838 (0.057)
Population 0.842 (0.023)
Market with basic and non-basic cable 0.552 (0.020)

Observations 5,446
Number of licenses 3102
GMM objective 0.006
Degrees of freedom 36
χ2 critical value (5%) 50.998

NOTES: All specifications include fixed effects for years, provinces, and indi-
vidual multi-system operators. Efficient 2-step GMM robust standard errors are
reported in parentheses. The scale of the distribution of the cable quality prefer-
ence shocks is inversely proportional to ρmt = exp(y1

mtψ1). The shape parameter is

computed as κmt = 0.1+14.9 ·
(

exp(y2
mt ψ2)

1+exp(y2
mt ψ2)

)
, which constrains κmt to the range

0.1 to 15.
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Table 4: Estimated Willingness to Pay for Basic and Non-Basic Channels

WTP for each WTP for each
Basic Channel Non-Basic Channel

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Single system operator 0.48 0.09 0.50 0.06
Multi system operator 0.58 0.08 0.79 0.09
Rogers 0.29 0.03 1.02 0.11
Shaw 0.61 0.07 1.08 0.12
Cogeco 0.61 0.07 1.21 0.14
Vidéotron 0.98 0.12 0.77 0.09

NOTES: Consumer i’s WTP for an extra channel in bundle j for MSO k can be
computed from the utility function as wtpi jkmt=

ti×(zmt β jk)
α

. For each license-year,
I simulated 1000 wtpi jkmt values using the estimated demand model. For a given
license-year and MSO, the mean and standard deviation of WTP can be computed
with these values. The table reports the sample average of these MSO-specific
WTP means and standard deviations across all license-years. All dollar amounts
are in terms of 1992 constant dollars.

Table 5: Summary Statistics for Marginal Cost Estimates from Supply-side Model and Cost Data

Licenses with Basic Licenses with Basic
and Non-Basic Cable Cable only

Basic Non-Basic Unregulated
Cable Cable All Markets Markets

Panel A: Marginal cost estimates based on cost data (ĉ jmt )

Short-run average variable cost 13.99 22.28 19.98 20.12
[13.44,14.53] [21.41,23.47] [18.44,21.11] [18.52,21.32]

Marginal cost from short-run translog cost function 9.20 18.53 18.00 17.77
[8.37,10.15] [17.80,19.30] [16.90,19.44] [16.68,19.19]

Marginal cost from long-run translog cost function 13.03 29.25 25.65 25.58
[12.08,14.55] [28.30,30.30] [24.43,27.19] [23.87,27.24]

Panel B: Marginal cost estimates inferred
from the supply-side model (c jmt )

Supply-side residual (ignoring basic price cap effects) -1.75 3.69 4.88 0.05
[-4.80,-0.41] [0.60,5.67] [-6.20,10.05] [-14.47,7.41]

Supply-side residual (net basic price cap effects) 3.42 8.12 5.42 0.05
[0.91,5.14] [7.24,10.99] [4.93,5.44] [-14.47,7.41]

Licenses with supply-side residual > 0 1059 1373 410 308
Licenses with supply-side residual (net basic price cap effects) > 0 1338 1538 412 308
Total number of licenses 2344 2344 759 613

NOTES: Sample medians of the marginal cost estimates across license-years are reported. 95% confidence intervals that account for within-
license dependence in costs are reported in square brackets. Confidence intervals for the inferred costs also account for variance in these costs
associated with variance in the first-step demand parameter estimates. See online Appendix C for details on the bootstrapping procedures
used in computing these confidence intervals. All dollar amounts are in terms of 1992 constant dollars.
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Table 6: Summary Statistics for Estimates of the Content and Non-Content Components of Marginal costs
from the Supply-side Model and Cost Data

Licenses with Basic Licenses with Basic
and Non-Basic Cable Cable only

Basic Non-Basic Unregulated
Cable Cable All Markets Markets

Panel A: Marginal cost estimates based on cost data

Content costs (ĉx) 0.28 0.86 0.61 0.62
[0.26, 0.29] [0.78, 0.95] [0.57, 0.65] [0.57, 0.67]

Non-content costs (ĉnx) 7.75 1.05 9.88 10.10
[7.42, 8.03] [0.93, 1.21] [8.77, 10.75] [8.65, 11.31]

Panel B: Marginal cost estimates inferred
from the supply-side model

Cost components ignoring basic price cap effects
Content Costs (cx) 0.89 1.75 0.63 0.61

[0.86, 0.93] [1.69, 1.80] [0.61, 0.71] [0.58, 0.70]
Non-content costs (cnx) -23.46 -7.15 -7.16 -10.68

[-27.96, -21.47] [-11.50, -0.58] [-17.55, -2.20] [-21.85, -2.81]

Cost components net basic price cap effects
Content Costs (cx) 0.71 1.77 0.60 0.61

[0.66, 0.81] [1.26, 1.81] [0.59, 0.62] [0.58, 0.71]
Non-content costs (cnx) -15.61 -7.70 -5.12 -10.68

[-18.46, -13.52] [-10.30, 3.61] [-5.83, -4.75] [-21.85, -2.81]

NOTES: Sample medians of the marginal cost estimates across license-years are reported. 95% confidence intervals that account
for within-license dependence in costs are reported in square brackets. Confidence intervals for the inferred costs also account for
variance in these costs associated with variance in the first-step demand parameter estimates. See online Appendix C for details
on the bootstrapping procedures used in computing these confidence intervals. All dollar amounts are in terms of 1992 constant
dollars.
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Table 7: Marginal Cost Function Parameter Estimates

Panel B: Estimates Using Inferred Costs
Panel A: Estimates Using Cost Data from the Supply-side Model

Content Costs Non-Content Costs Content Costs Non-Content Costs

Basic Non-Basic Basic Non-Basic Basic Non-Basic Basic Non-Basic

Firm size -0.010+ -0.206 -0.718∗∗ -0.192 0.012+ 0.012 -1.636∗ -4.627∗∗

(0.006) (0.155) (0.203) (0.369) (0.006) (0.011) (0.892) (1.198)
Multi-system operator 0.032∗∗ 0.479 -1.780∗∗ -0.919 0.184∗∗ 0.183∗∗ 1.036 3.606

(0.021) (0.492) (0.596) (1.274) (0.022) (0.040) (3.376) (4.301)
Rogers 0.058∗ 0.389 1.651 0.137 -0.271∗∗ 0.480∗∗ 21.868∗∗ 12.780+

(0.030) (0.716) (0.948) (1.365) (0.036) (0.055) (4.509) (6.093)
Shaw -0.071∗ -0.517 0.071 -1.357 0.125∗∗ 0.442∗∗ 7.269∗∗ -1.093

(0.028) (0.697) (0.858) (1.289) (0.030) (0.043) (3.912) (5.291)
Cogeco -0.008 -0.771 0.547 -0.614 0.017 0.344∗∗ 16.503∗∗ 18.275∗∗

(0.030) (0.868) (0.825) (1.368) (0.031) (0.059) (4.476) (6.250)
Vidéotron -0.060 -1.855 0.638 -1.333 0.558∗∗ -0.488∗∗ -12.844 -10.082

(0.037) (1.023) (1.174) (1.673) (0.054) (0.053) (7.265) (8.422)
Average Income 0.078∗ 0.024 1.052 1.738 -0.919∗∗ -2.473∗∗ 33.660∗∗ 78.925∗∗

(0.035) (0.688) (1.339) (1.601) (0.053) (0.115) (5.247) (8.165)
Urban Density -0.019∗∗ -0.104 -0.277 0.079 -0.043∗∗ -0.117∗∗ 1.016∗∗ 3.190∗∗

(0.005) (0.097) (0.157) (0.205) (0.007) (0.117) (0.928) (1.052)
Cable system size -0.074∗∗ -1.080+ 1.316+ -1.700+ 0.019 0.075∗ -1.650 -17.685∗∗

(0.020) (0.441) (0.630) (0.725) (0.024) (0.029) (3.052) (4.045)
Channel capacity -0.017 0.048 0.188 -0.767∗ 0.004 -0.036+ 1.371 1.692

(0.014) (0.237) (0.415) (0.749) (0.010) (0.020) (1.922) (2.364)
Total kilometers of cable -0.014 -0.651∗ -0.159 1.020∗∗ 0.003 0.038+ -0.860 -5.319∗

(0.015) (0.248) (0.405) (0.756) (0.011) (0.020) (1.679) (2.286)
License with basic cable only 0.184∗∗ 0.924+ -0.269∗∗ 20.296∗∗

(0.022) (0.633) (0.032) (2.587)
Constant 0.268∗∗ 1.855 8.191∗∗ 0.992 1.614∗∗ 3.924∗∗ -65.267∗∗ -126.546∗∗

(0.062) (1.233) (1.626) (2.634) (0.063) (0.133) (9.421) (12.207)

R-Squared 0.490 0.304 0.232 0.065 0.777 0.877 0.225 0.293
Observations 3103 2343 3103 2343 3103 2343 3103 2343

NOTES: Cluster bootstrap standard errors that account for within-license dependence are reported in parentheses. The standard errors in
Panel B also account for variance in the inferred content/non-content costs associated with variance in the first-step demand parameter
estimates. See online Appendix C for details on the bootstrapping procedures used in computing these confidence intervals. All speci-
fications include fixed effects for years, provinces, and individual multi-system operators. Average income, urban density, cable system
size, channel capacity and total kilometers of cable are scaled by their respective sample means and are in terms of natural logs. **, *, +
indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels.
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Table 8: Reduced-form Conduct Function Parameter Estimates

Basic Non-Basic
Cable Cable

Class 1 license -12.493∗∗ -13.658∗∗

(4.063) (4.300)
Class 2 license -6.541∗ -5.884∗

(2.698) (2.894)
Firm Size -0.618 -2.440∗

(0.920) (1.174)
Multi-system operator 6.013∗ 8.000+

(3.513) (4.847)
Rogers 10.984∗ 16.280∗∗

(4.458) (5.751)
Shaw 10.109∗∗ 16.524∗∗

(3.845) (4.933)
Cogeco 17.755∗∗ 23.177∗∗

(4.482) (5.958)
Vidéotron 2.106 6.427

(7.117) (8.012)
...

...
...

Average Income 10.582∗ 21.576∗

(5.264) (7.357)
Urban Density 0.672 1.389

(0.725) (1.077)
Channel Capacity 1.655 2.929

(3.304) (4.338)
System Size 3.854+ 5.686∗∗

(1.915) (2.480)
Total kilometers of cable 0.186 -2.607

(1.720) (2.366)
License with basic cable only 12.452∗∗

(2.498)
Constant -40.575∗∗ -66.046∗∗

(9.373) (12.060)

R-Squared 0.134 0.127
Observations 3103 2343

NOTES: Cluster bootstrap standard errors that account for within-
license dependence are reported in parentheses. The standard er-
rors also account for variance in the conduct deviations associated
with variance in the first-step demand parameter estimates. See
online Appendix C for details on the bootstrapping procedures
used in computing these confidence intervals. All specifications
include fixed effects for years, provinces, and individual multi-
system operators. Average income, urban density, cable system
size, channel capacity and total kilometers of cable are scaled by
their respective sample means and are in terms of natural logs.
**, *, + indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
levels.
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Table 9: Impact of consolidation on cable prices, bundles, and costs

Difference-in- Standard Merger Modified Merger
Difference Estimate Simulation Simulation

Panel A: Cable prices and channels
Basic price -0.87∗∗ -1.09 0.05

(0.27) [-2.08, 3.23] [-0.79, 2.48]
Non-basic price 0.53 0.35 -6.40

(0.99) [-1.84, 2.16] [-9.24, -5.10]
Basic channel count -0.45 1.05 -4.58

(0.37) [-2.53, 3.47] [-5.06, -4.23]
Non-basic channel count 1.79∗∗ 2.68 -5.28

(0.60) [1.66, 3.98] [-6.94, -4.27]

Panel B: Marginal costs
Basic content cost -0.04∗ 0.09 -0.04

(0.02) [0.07, 0.11] [-0.06, -0.02]
Non-basic content cost 0.42 0.31 -0.71

(0.30) [0.27, 0.34] [-1.10, -0.40]
Basic non-content cost -2.19∗∗ -2.53 -1.88

(0.50) [-5.96, 0.77] [-2.31, -1.47]
Non-basic non-content cost -1.63∗∗ -13.21 -2.20

(0.58) [-17.15, -9,23] [-2.81, -1.64]

NOTES: Clustered standard errors at the license-level for the reduced-form merger effect estimates are reported in
round brackets. 95% bootstrap confidence intervals for the predicted merger effects from merger simulations are
reported in square brackets. See online Appendix C for details on the bootstrapping procedures used in computing
these confidence intervals. **, *, + indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. All dollar amounts
are in 1992 constant dollars.

Table 10: Impact of cable consolidation on monthly per-subscriber consumer surplus and profits

Consumer
Surplus Profits

Total changes in welfare 2.39 3.86
[0.78, 5.06] [2.10, 6.41]

Total change in welfare without 0.76 0.84
firm size effects in non-content costs [-5.88, 6.55] [-3.23, 5.31]

NOTES: 95% bootstrap confidence intervals are reported in square brackets.
See online Appendix C for details on the bootstrapping procedures used in
computing these confidence intervals. The impact of cable mergers on con-
sumer surplus is computed as the compensating variation. All dollar amounts
are in 1992 constant dollars.


